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It's not a novel. It's not 'based on a true story.' It really happened, and I am a witness. You will be,
too...What do you do if you are a reluctant soldier, having been shot at, seen your friends killed,
and can no longer even remember what your own mother looks like?As a combat soldier fighting
your way across Europe, what is the plan when you come across a Holocaust train full of
suffering humanity that shocks you to your core, even after you think you have seen it all? And
what happens when you get to meet the survivors face to face, two generations later?~ 'After I
got home I cried a lot. My parents couldn't understand why I couldn't sleep at times.'-Walter
'Babe' Gantz, US Army medic ~From the author of 'The Things Our Fathers Saw' World War II
eyewitness history series~In this book, the true story behind an iconic photograph taken at the
liberation of a DEATH TRAIN deep in the heart of Nazi Germany—brought to life by the history
teacher who discovered it, and went on to reunite HUNDREDS of Holocaust survivors with the
actual American soldiers who saved them! ~ 'I grew up and spent all my years being angry. This
means I don't have to be angry anymore.'-Paul Arato, Holocaust Survivor ~THE HOLOCAUST
was a watershed event in history. Drawing on never-before published eye-witness accounts,
survivor testimony and memoirs, wartime reports and letters, Matthew Rozell takes us on his
journey to uncover the stories behind the incredible 1945 liberation photographs taken by the
soldiers who were there. He weaves together a chronology of the Holocaust as it unfolds across
Europe and goes to the authentic sites of the Holocaust to retrace the steps of the survivors and
the American soldiers who freed them. His mission culminates in joyful reunions on three
continents, seven decades later. Rozell offers his unique perspective on the lessons of the
Holocaust for future generations, and the impact that one person, a teacher, can make.~ 'I
survived because of many miracles. But for me to actually meet, shake hands, hug, and cry
together with my liberators—the 'angels of life' who literally gave me back my life—was just
beyond imagination.'-Leslie Meisels, Holocaust Survivor -Featuring testimony from 15 American
liberators and over 30 Holocaust survivors~ 'People say it cannot happen here in this country;
yes, it can happen here. I was 21 years old. I was there to see it happen!'-Luca Furnari, US Army
Included:BOOK ONE-THE HOLOCAUSTBOOK TWO-THE AMERICANSBOOK THREE-
LIBERATIONBOOK FOUR-REUNION~ 'It's not for my sake, it's for the sake of humanity, that
you will remember.'-Steve Barry, Holocaust Survivor 

From the Back CoverFind the answers to your most important Excel questions with this
referenceJohn Walkenbach's name is synonymous with excellence in computer books that
decipher complex technical topics. Known as "Mr. Spreadsheet," Walkenbach-along with Excel
expert Colin Banfield-answers your most common and important Excel questions in this easy-to-
understand reference.You'll learn how to open, save, protect, and recover workbook files; add,



copy, and delete worksheets; enter and edit data and text; create formulas and functions; audit,
format, and print; and more. Highly organized and free of unnecessary jargon, this essential
reference allows you to find the answers you're looking for quickly and easily. Excel gurus
Walkenbach and Banfield offer quick and easy answers to common Excel questions Offers
information in a highly organized, easy-to-understand format so you can find exactly what you
need Includes information on opening, saving, protecting and recovering workbook files;
adding, copying, and deleting worksheets; entering and editing data and text; creating formulas
and functions; auditing; formatting; printing; and more Covers navigating the user interface;
using the Ribbon and Quick Access toolbar; saving, protecting, and recovering workbook files;
entering and editing data; creating formulas and functions, and much moreExcel 2010 For
Dummies enables you to spend more time working on your projects rather than trying to figure
how to make Excel work for you!
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A TrainNear MagdeburgA TEACHER’S JOURNEYINTO THE HOLOCAUSTMatthew A.
RozellWoodchuck Hollow PressHartford · New YorkCopyright © 2016, 2020 by Matthew A.
Rozell. Rev. 8.5.20 EBOOK AMZGOK. All rights reserved. No original part of this publication may
be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means without the prior written
permission of the publisher. Grateful acknowledgement is made to the following authors for the
use of edited excerpts of previously published material: Aliza Vitis-Shomron, Leslie Meisels,
Fred Spiegel, and Peter Lantos. Please see author notes.The conclusions reached in this work
are solely those of the author and should not be attributed to any of the institutions mentioned in
this book.Information at woodchuckhollowpress@gmail.com.Maps by Susan Winchell.Front
cover credit: Major Clarence L. Benjamin, 743rd Tank Battalion.Back cover photo credits:
Twilight Studios; Kris Dressen, SUNY Geneseo.A Train Near Magdeburg: A Teacher’s Journey
into the Holocaust/ Matthew A. Rozell. –– 1st ed.Publisher's Cataloging-in-Publication
DataNames: Rozell, Matthew A., 1961-Title: A train near Magdeburg: a teacher's journey into the
Holocaust, and the reuniting of the survivors and liberators, 70 years on / Matthew A.
Rozell.Description: Hartford, NY: Woodchuck Hollow Press, 2016. | Includes bibliographical
references.Subjects: LCSH: Holocaust survivors--Biography. | Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)--
Germany--Biography. | Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)--Germany--Personal narratives. | World
War, 1939-1945--Jews--Rescue--Germany. | World War, 1939-1945--Historiography. | BISAC:
HISTORY / Holocaust. | HISTORY / Military / World War II.Classification: LCC DS134.4 .R76
2016 (print) | LCC DS134.4 (ebook) | DDC 940.53/18092--dc23.Printed in the United States of
AmericaBattle-hardened veterans learn to contain their emotions, but it was difficult then, and I
cry now to think about it. What stamina and regenerative spirit those brave people showed!―
GEORGE C. GROSS, US ARMY LIBERATORNever in our training were we taught to be
humanitarians. We were taught to be soldiers.― FRANK W. TOWERS, LIBERATOR[After I got
home] I cried a lot. My parents couldn’t understand why I couldn’t sleep at times.― WALTER
‘BABE’ GANTZ, US ARMY MEDICI cannot believe, today, that the world almost ignored those
people and what was happening. How could we have all stood by and have let that happen?
They do not owe us anything. We owe them, for what we allowed to happen to them.― CARROL
S. WALSH, LIBERATORI grew up and spent all my years being angry. This means I don’t have to
be angry anymore.― PAUL ARATO, HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR, addressing his liberators for the
first timeIt’s not for my sake, it’s for the sake of humanity, that you will remember.― STEPHEN B.
BARRY, HOLOCAUST SURVIVORA TRAIN NEAR MAGDEBURGTable of ContentsAuthor’s
NoteBOOK ONEHell on EarthThe Last TransportDarkness DescendsLost in GermanyThe Ash
Yards of PolandA Child in Holland‘Hungary is Judenrein’BOOK TWOComing HomeA Date with
the CosmosA Time to DieThe Bulge and BeyondBOOK THREEWhat the Soldiers Saw‘The
Americans Are Here’‘I’ll never forget today.’BOOK FOUR‘The Indomitable Spirit’‘Now I know
what I fought for.’‘For the Sake of Humanity’The MedicsThe OrphanDenialThe Mystery‘What do



you want the world to be?’EpilogueAbout this Book/AcknowledgementsList of
ReunionsNOTESJune 6, 1944Amsterdam'This is D-Day,’ the BBC announced at 12 o'clock. This
is the day. The invasion has begun!Is this really the beginning of the long-awaited liberation? The
liberation we've all talked so much about, which still seems too good, too much of a fairy tale
ever to come true?...The best part of the invasion is that I have the feeling that friends are on the
way. Those terrible Germans have oppressed and threatened us for so long that the thought of
friends and salvation means everything to us!― Anne Frank, diary entry,six days before her 15th
birthdayApril 15, 1945Somewhere in GermanyDear Mr. Huppert,You will probably be wondering
who I am and what business I have, writing to you.– I am one of the millions of soldiers of the
United States Army, who is fighting for all the oppressed peoples of the world and hopes to have
reestablished decency and honor to all mankind, with the defeat of Hitlerism.Two days ago, it
was the privilege of our unit to be able to liberate a trainload full of people of all nations
imaginable, who were being transferred from a concentration camp near Hannover to some
other place. Our advances were so swift that the SS guards left this particular train where it was
and took off.That is how I became acquainted with your wife, Mrs. Hilde Huppert, who asked me
to drop you this note saying that both she and your son Tommy are both healthy and well, and
now being well taken care of by our military governmental authorities. In actual fact, your wife
wrote a message for you on a piece of paper in pencil, which she asked me to convey to you.
Unfortunately, however, the penciled lines faded in my pocket, and I can no longer read what
was written on it. The contents of the message, though, were to let you know that your wife and
son are both safe and sound.I am sure that your wife will soon be able to get into contact with
you directly through the Red Cross, and I hope that in a none too distant future, your family will
once more be peacefully united.Sincerely yours,Cpl. Frank Gartner743rd Tank
BattalionFarsleben train, moment of liberation, Friday, April 13, 1945. Two American tank
commanders and their major liberate the train, deep in the heart of Nazi Germany. Stunned
survivors come to the realization that they are saved. Major Benjamin snaps the photo.Credit:
Major Clarence L. Benjamin, 743rd Tank Battalion.Author’s NoteA photograph taken by an Army
major seventy years ago flickers to life on the screen. In it, a profound drama unfolds before the
eye. The caption on the museum website reads:A female survivor and her child run up a hill after
escaping from a train near Magdeburg and their liberation by American soldiers from the 743rd
Tank Battalion and 30th Infantry Division.Record Type: PhotographDate: 1945 April 13Locale:
Farsleben, [Prussian Saxony] GermanyPhotographer: Clarence BenjaminPhoto Designation:
LIBERATION –Germany: GeneralTrain to Magdeburg/FarslebenKeyword:CHILDREN (0–3
YEARS)CHILDREN/YOUTHSURVIVORSTRAINSWOMENThe picture defies expectations.
When the terms ‘Holocaust’ and ‘trains’ are paired in an online image search, the most common
result is that of people being transported to killing centers—but this incredible photograph shows
exactly the opposite. And there are many things about this story that will defy expectations.
Fifteen years after I brought this haunting image to the light of day, it has been called one of the
most powerful photographs of the 20th century. It has been used by museums and memorials



across the world, in exhibitions, films, mission appeals, and photo essays. Schoolchildren
download it for reports; filmmakers ask to use it in Holocaust documentaries. Yad Vashem, the
Israeli Holocaust Martyrs’ and Heroes’ Remembrance Authority, even employed it as the
backdrop for Israel’s state ceremonies in the presence of survivors, their president, prime
minister, the entire government, top army brass, and the chief rabbi in a national broadcast on
the 70th anniversary of the liberation and aftermath of the Holocaust. I know, because they
reached out to me for it—me, an ordinary public school teacher, six thousand miles away.For
over half a century, a copy of this photograph and others were hidden away in a shoebox in the
back of an old soldier’s closet. By spending time with this soldier, I was able to set in motion an
extraordinary confluence of events that unfolded organically in the second half of my career as a
history teacher. Many of the children who suffered on that train found me, and I was able to link
them forever with the men who I had come to know and love, the American GIs who saved them
that beautiful April morning. A moment in history is captured on film, and we have reunited the
actors, the persecuted, and their liberators, two generations on.*It is a cool spring morning. In
the background, down the hill, are two cattle cars. If we look closely, we can see a figure sitting
on the edge of the opening of a boxcar, perhaps too weak to climb out yet soaking up some
energy from the warming April sun. In front of him, a wisp of smoke seems to rise from a small
makeshift fire that others have gathered around. The sound of gunfire is echoing nearby; a
metallic clanking sound is growing louder at the top of the hill.This is an appropriate backdrop for
the marvel unfolding in the foreground. Now only a few steps away, a woman and perhaps her
young daughter are trudging up the hill toward the photographer. The woman has her hair
wrapped in a scarf and is clutching the hand of the girl with her right hand. Her left arm is
extended outward as if in greeting; her face is turning into a half smile in a mixture of
astonishment and enveloping joy, as if she is on the cusp of accepting the belief that she and her
daughter have just been saved.In contrast, the little girl is shooting a sideways glance away from
the camera. Her expression is one of distress—she looks terrified. So what is really happening,
and what are the amazing stories behind the picture?On this morning in Germany in 1945, she
may very well be responding to the two Sherman tanks that are now clattering up to the train
behind the photographer, who is in the Jeep with the white star.Following the mother and
daughter up the hill towards the soldiers are two other women. One welcomes the tanks with
outstretched arms and a wide grin as she moves up the hill. The other follows behind her. She
appears to be crying.It is Friday, the 13th of April, 1945. Led by their major scouting in a Jeep,
Tanks 12 and 13 of ‘D’ Company, 743rd Tank Battalion, US Army, have just liberated a train
transport with thousands of sick and emaciated victims of the Holocaust. In an instant, Major
Clarence L. Benjamin snaps a photograph so fresh and raw that if one did not know better, one
might think it was from a modern cellphone, although it will be soon buried into his official report
back to headquarters.But what have they stumbled upon? Where have these people come from?
And what do the soldiers do now?*In this never-before-told narrative, you will learn of the
tragedies and the triumphs behind the photograph firsthand from the people who lived it. You will



enter the abyss of the Holocaust with me, which the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
defines as ‘the systematic, bureaucratic, state-sponsored persecution and murder of six million
Jews by the Nazi regime and its collaborators.’ You will meet the survivors of that train as they
immerse you in their worlds as civilization collapsed around them, and the soldiers who fought
their way across war-torn Europe, some wondering what their true purpose was before
stumbling upon the Holocaust. You and I will visit the camps and authentic sites together, and
we be present with the Americans who found themselves confronted with industrial-scale
genocide. And I will lead you safely out of the chasm as we witness the aftermath—the miracles
of liberation and the re-unification of the victims and their saviors, first, second and third
generations, in my own classroom and all over the world seven decades later.In many respects,
this story should still be buried, because there is no logical way to explain my role in the
climactic aftermath. I was born sixteen years after the killing stopped, a continent away from the
horrors and comfortably unaware of the events of the Holocaust and World War II for much of my
life. I was raised in the sanctuary of a nurturing community and an intact family. I am not Jewish
and had never even been inside a synagogue until my forties. I’m not observantly religious, but I
am convinced that I was chosen to affirm and attest to what I have experienced. In this book I
rewind the tape to reconstruct how indeed it all came to be—the horrors of the experiences of
the Holocaust survivors, the ordeals and sacrifices of the American soldiers, and the miracles of
liberation and reunification.As the curtain descends on a career spanning four decades,
consider this also one teacher’s testament—a memoir of sorts, but more a story of being caught
up as an integral part of something much bigger than myself, driven by some invisible force
which has conquered the barriers of time and space. I too became a witness, and this is what I
saw.Matthew RozellHudson Falls, New YorkSeptember 2016Credit: Susan Winchell.BOOK
ONETHE HOLOCAUSTOur group marched in the middle of the road, with a few stone houses to
our left, curious eyes staring at us from the windows. I felt deep humiliation, but the people who
should have felt the shame were those staring at us from the houses. We were innocent,
defenseless people; they were partners in the annihilation of millions of innocent souls.–Irene
Bleier, age 17Farsleben train, moment of liberation, Friday, April 13, 1945. Two American tank
commanders and their major liberate the train, deep in the heart of Nazi Germany. Stunned
survivors come to the realization that they are saved. Major Benjamin snaps the photo.Credit:
Major Clarence L. Benjamin, 743rd Tank Battalion.CHAPTER ONEHell on EarthBergen-Belsen
Memorial, 2013Out of the corner of my eye, I catch the silent movement of an animal drifting
cautiously out of the German woodland, moving slowly out to graze on the grass in the field. The
deer looks up, and for a moment her gaze meets mine. The animal is sleek and beautiful, and in
this moment we are both transfixed, in the place of horror. Growing up in the foothills of the
Adirondack Mountains of upstate New York, I’ve seen plenty of deer before, but here there is an
almost telepathic current between us.She:What are you doing here?You can’t be here.Me:What
are YOU doing here?You can’t be HERE.But there she stands, and here we are. She is peace,
and she is life.I blink my eyes, and like the ghosts of the past, she has vanished. But she is not



gone.*To the casual observer, there is nothing out of the ordinary here. Nature is reclaiming her
domain—white birch and fir trees, green ferns and meadows, mowed fields with traces of
walkways—but I look closely. Scattered bricks and bits of ceramic shards, cracked cement and
twisted rusted metal fragments, broken window glass shimmering up from the dirt. I’ve been in
the woods exploring abandoned farmsteads lots of times, and as an avocational archeologist I
have done my fair share of uncovering historical ruins before, but here there is a difference.
Lingering just below the surface of the present are the remnants of the evil of the past. And there
are no casual observers at a place called Bergen-Belsen.A concrete gutter channel runs into the
woods. A looming obelisk beckons in the foreground, drawing me past overgrown mounds
embedded with their baleful inscriptions:Hier Ruhen 800 Tote April 1945HIER RUHEN 1000
Tote April 1945HIER RUHEN 2500 Tote April 1945Here rest eight hundred dead. A thousand
dead. Twenty-five hundred, dead. April, 1945.*If you have a hard time placing the horrors of
Bergen-Belsen in your mind, bring back the image of the British soldier with the white bandana
over his mouth and nose maneuvering a small bulldozer to tumble hundreds of naked corpses
like ragdolls into an open pit. Picture again the film footage of captured SS guards, heaving
emaciated bodies over their shoulders like potato sacks, stepping haphazardly into the mass
grave, or the SS women guards dragging the deceased by the feet, the dead animated only by
the macabre bobbing of heads on the earth. This is Bergen-Belsen, where the most unsettling
and sinister becomes matter-of-fact, the archetype of the evil that Allied soldiers were just
beginning to encounter that spring of 1945. The mighty Third Reich, conceived with haughty
promises to rule the world for a thousand years, convulsed inwardly as hammering blows
thundered from all sides, even while thousands of the persecuted were still arriving at their final
destination in the railyard just beyond the camp, as the birds sang and the cannons roared.*In
early April, the British Army was pushing relentlessly into northwest Germany in the Allied drive
for Berlin. On Thursday, April 12, German officers appeared under a white flag at the British lines
to make an unusual request. They proposed a local truce around the camp called Bergen-
Belsen, fearful that a raging typhus epidemic might sweep the countryside if the camp was
overrun in a warzone and the inmates not contained.After some negotiations, advance elements
of the British Army were finally able to enter the camp three days later on Sunday, April 15, 1945.
Here they met the camp commandant Josef Kramer and his contingent of SS and Hungarian
guards. Kramer told the British that it would be unwise for them to disarm his men—for not only
would they likely be torn limb from limb by vengeful prisoners, but the threat of not being able to
contain the epidemic was apparent.Utter chaos and scenes of horror greeted the British and
Canadian soldiers who walked into the hell that was Bergen-Belsen. Soldiers were now face-to-
face with 60,000 prisoners who were in various states of starvation and illness—many of whom,
surrounded by thousands of corpses, were in the final throes of death themselves[1]. Eight
hundred died on the day of liberation, and 14,000 more would die in the weeks to follow, the
camp deliberately burned to the ground by the British to combat the spread of disease.Today,
we assume that we know all about the World War II concentration camp system devised by the



Nazis in their quest to eliminate their enemies and kill the Jews. In reality, they had existed long
before the war broke out, the first ones opening in Germany (namely Dachau and others) at the
beginning of the Nazi regime in 1933. The SS, Hitler’s early ‘protection squadron’ selected for
unquestioning obedience, fanatical loyalty, and commitment to racial purity, evolved into a
complex organization with many branches and was specifically charged with the administration
of the camps. Political dissidents, ‘criminals,’ and ‘asocials’ were among the first to be
incarcerated, but as time went on, the number of camps grew, and their purposes were sinisterly
modified. By 1943 the plan to eliminate the Jews was operating at full swing—in tandem with an
unprecedented scale of slave labor as prisoners were worked to death as a matter of state policy
—although, in point of fact, the total annihilation of the Jews would take precedence, to the
irrational extent of committing economic resources to the task as the war was being lost.Heinrich
Himmler, Reichsführer of the SS, was the man most responsible for carrying out the policy of the
elimination of the Jews. On Hitler’s behalf he commanded the orchestration of the ‘Final
Solution’ from Berlin, overseeing the deployment of mass murder shooting squads on the
eastern frontier, the construction of the concentration camps, and the ‘resettlement’ of the
deported. As time went on and the war progressed, the new masters of Europe imposed their
will and retooled the system to suit their twisted agenda. According to the British commentators
after the Belsen Trials, concentration camp objectives fell into several categories: Extermination,
Slave Labor, Sick, Experimental, and Training.[1][2] In the East, the names of Auschwitz-
Birkenau, Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka would become synonymous with mass murder on an
industrial scale. Ravensbrück was a women’s camp providing slave labor to the nearby Siemens
Company plants, and it was also a training center for female SS guards. The vast Auschwitz
complex included three main camps and facilities for mass murder, a major slave labor complex,
and horrible pseudo-scientific experiments on human guinea pigs.Belsen, on the other hand,
was somewhat different both in its origins and its evolution in the framework of abomination. In
its span as a prisoner-of-war and later a concentration camp, up to 120,000 men, women, and
children had been imprisoned here; most of them today remain anonymous, as the SS
destroyed the records as the Allies closed in. Following the German invasion of the Soviet
Union, captured Russian soldiers began arriving here, (then known as Stalag XI C); in the winter
of 1941–1942, 14,000 Soviet prisoners of war, allowed nothing more than holes dug into the
frozen ground for shelter, died of starvation and exposure to the elements.As fortunes in the
East began to turn with the reversals of the German offensives at Stalingrad and elsewhere,
Himmler was not above considering alternative methods of survival for the Nazi regime, to buy
time, as it were, until Germany could get on its feet again and continue full throttle with its policy
of eliminating the Jews. Perhaps on a purely economic level, the exchange of some Jews
deemed valuable could give the Reich ‘breathing space’ for this purpose.[3] In April 1943, an
exchange camp under SS administration was opened at Bergen-Belsen, holding Jews from
occupied Europe who held certificates or papers that may have made them useful for
exchanging for Germans interned abroad, or for hard currency, or for reserve bargaining



purposes. While these prisoners, many of them families (or more accurately, fragments of
families), were not compelled to undertake forced labor or wear prison uniforms, miserable
conditions and rations deteriorated rapidly with the transfer of brutal SS administrative staff from
Auschwitz to Belsen in the beginning of 1945. In addition to the exchange camp, in March of
1944 Belsen had also been designated as a sick or ‘recovery’ hospital camp for inmates from
other slave labor facilities who were not deemed quite ready to be worked to death as labor
pools throughout the Reich shrank. It was a fact that most of these prisoners would never
recover.In late November, a new commandant was assigned to the camp. Ever since his arrival
from Auschwitz on December 1, 1944, Josef Kramer affected a depraved indifference,
encouraging his kapos to mete out vicious beatings and carry out endless roll calls, forcing weak
prisoners to stand for hours at a time in the most extreme weather conditions.[2]Kramer brought
with him to Bergen-Belsen many of the leadership characteristics that marked his development
as a career SS man in the concentration camp system. Dubbed ‘The Beast of Belsen’ and
portrayed as a hulking gorilla-like animal at his trial by the British press, the reality was probably
much more unimaginative, even banal. He joined the SS in 1932 not because of any diehard
fanatical Nazi conviction, but because he needed a job. He rose through the ranks by carrying
out orders without the slightest moral or ethical qualm. At the Auschwitz killing center, he had no
problem carrying out his orders. At his trial, he admitted forcing some of the victims into the gas
chambers himself. At the time, it was stated of him,‘His type was that of the perfectly obedient
underling with no scruples of any kind. If 500 men were ordered for execution at 0900 hours,
they would be there to the minute and to the man, not a man too few nor a minute late. But this
efficiency and the acts to which it led him sprang from his desire to keep a safe, comfortable job,
rather than from any deep-rooted Nazi conviction. In the dock, at least, his appearance was not
that of a brute though his features were coarse and his figure short and broad; and he seemed to
derive considerable amusement both from the gorilla caricatures and from some of the more
imaginative stories about him which appeared in the newspapers at the time of the trial. It was
incongruous to observe such evidences of human emotion in a man guilty of crimes as inhuman
as his.’[4]At Belsen, he was generally given free rein from Berlin. Survivors consistently
remember the roll call counts, or ‘appell.’ Reveille was generally very early in the morning, and
no one was exempt—even the very ill were dragged out and forced to stand, sometimes for
hours, in the cold and dark. If one moved, or collapsed, one suffered the
consequences.Hadassah Bimko Rosensaft, a Jewish dental surgeon from Poland, had
observed Kramer’s SS underlings at work in Auschwitz before being selected to work in the
hospital at Bergen-Belsen. At the Belsen Trial conducted by British authorities in the fall of 1945,
which ran for 54 days, ‘Ada’ was one of the principal witnesses, and confronted her tormentors
with her testimony.[3]Ada BimkoThe treatment was so that it is hard to describe, blows were
raining down and then at roll call we had to stand about for hours and hours in snow, in rain, in
heat, or in cold. On its own, the standing about exhausted us entirely. If anybody moved during
roll call, then the whole block to which we belonged had to stand for hours and sometimes kneel



down, even with their arms raised high. If somebody came too late to roll call, the whole camp
had to stand on parade for many hours and he, the culprit, was beaten so badly that he
sometimes died from it. In the hospital I saw a number of people with wounds on their hands and
legs, but particularly frequently on their heads, coming from blows. I left Auschwitz and arrived in
Belsen on November 23, 1944, and Kramer arrived in the first days of December 1944.Eleven-
year-old Sara Gottdiener, from Hungary, could not forget.Sara Gottdiener AtzmonAt the end of
November it was very cold in Europe. Finally I was given some rags and one black ladies’ shoe
with a high heel and one red girls’ shoe. Imagine the agony of a young girl having to walk
unevenly like that for half a year.In those shoes I marched into Bergen-Belsen concentration
camp on December 2, 1944. In those shoes my legs froze while I was enduring roll calls, which
lasted between two to five hours.Some of the SS staff that accompanied Kramer from Auschwitz
also stood trial with him.[4] One of those who testified was Dr. Hadassah ‘Ada’ Bimko, a Jewish
prisoner who was spared the gas chamber at Auschwitz to working in the hospital there and at
Bergen-Belsen. A skilled dental surgeon, she saved thousands of children and other prisoners,
although her own parents, husband and young son were murdered almost immediately upon
arrival at Auschwitz.The prosecutors continued.Ada BimkoInterviewer: What were the conditions
at Belsen when you first arrived?—The conditions were bad, but the internees there were not
beaten and there were no roll calls. In the morning there was either coffee or soup, for midday
meal about half a pint of soup, and in the evening one-sixth of a loaf of bread, three times a
week. The other three times, instead of bread, soup again. This ration does not kill instantly, but
if you lived on these rations for a long period under those conditions, you must inevitably die. At
the end of January and in February other SS men and women arrived from Auschwitz.Was there
any change after Kramer and the others arrived?—Yes. We had suddenly the feeling that Belsen
was going to become a second Auschwitz. For instance, they started with roll calls, appell, and
those SS men who previously did not hit the prisoners started now to do so. I remember when
Russian prisoners were working in the women's camp erecting a hut. Four of them were so weak
that when they carried a wall, the side of this hut, they had to bend down very low to be able to
do so. Kramer came and started shouting at them, ‘Quicker, quicker,’ but these people were
unable to work quicker. Then he went to the Russians and kicked them. I worked in the hospital
at Belsen and many prisoners were admitted suffering from beating. Some of them could be
attended to at once and their wounds bandaged, but some of them were in such a state that
they had to remain in the hospital.What was the medical supply situation?—We received very
small quantities. We had 2,200 patients in the hospital, and apart from that, 15,000 sick women
in camp. For a whole week we received only 300 aspirin tablets.One of the accused you
recognized this morning was the man at the far end of the front row of the dock [Karl Franzioh].
What can you tell us about that man?—He was in charge of the kitchen in the women's camp.
Near the kitchen there was a room where potatoes were peeled, and there a young woman
internee was bending down to take a few peelings of these potatoes which were lying about
when suddenly this man jumped out of the kitchen with his gun in his hand and shot her twice. I



was only a few yards away from the spot, and approached the wounded woman, and very soon,
I had to state that she was dead. [5]Another prisoner, twenty-nine-year-old Sophia Litwinska of
Poland, testified.Sophia LitwinskaI left Auschwitz in the autumn of 1944, and, after being at other
camps, reached Belsen approximately three months before the liberation by British troops.
[They] put me to work in Kitchen No. 2 in the men's camp for a few days, after which I was
transferred to Kitchen No. 1 where there were two SS men, one Aufseherin, a supervisor, and a
Jewish kapo with the Christian name Hilde.[5][On one occasion shortly before liberation] the
man in charge of the kitchen told us he was going to lock up for an hour or two. All the SS men
had a meeting, and we waited in front of the kitchen. Near the kitchen there were remains of
vegetables, and one or another of the prisoners tried to get a potato or two. At that moment the
SS men returned and started shooting, and many of the prisoners were killed.Ilse Forster was in
charge of Kitchen No. 1. A girl took a potato and she saw it and took her into the kitchen. There
she started beating her so severely that the poor girl could not help herself and defecated. I
could not look longer and ran out of the kitchen. She dragged the girl out of the kitchen and
continued to beat her until her very death. She beat her until she was dead, and when she died,
she still kicked her with her feet. Then, she returned to the kitchen and laughed hysterically. We
went out later and saw the girl, and two men came and dragged her away, whether to the
crematorium or to be buried elsewhere, I do not know. I saw shooting at Belsen every day.Dr.
Fritz Leo was a German doctor who had been imprisoned since 1935. He arrived at Bergen-
Belsen on February 7, 1945, and described what he saw.Fritz LeoWe had a number of patients
with bullet wounds, every week three or four at least. Only the smaller wounds could be treated.
There were people who tried out of despair to go through the barbed wire and were shot at, and
also those who approached the kitchens and tried to get a potato or a turnip. I have seen a great
number of people who were shot dead or wounded by the guards.With the coming of February
1945, events careened out of control. As the Third Reich reeled from the pressure of the
advancing Allies in the East and West, tens of thousands of camp prisoners were on the move,
with many of them destined for Bergen-Belsen. Bergen-Belsen was, as one author has put it,
‘the terminus, the last station of the Holocaust.’[6] Prisoner access to water became extremely
limited. Typhus, typhoid fever, and tuberculosis were now rampant, and the crematorium broke
down.The doctor continued his testimony.Fritz LeoInterviewer: What was the position with
regard to typhus?—Typhus was rampant in Men's Compound No. 1 early in January and in No. 2
early in February. It was spreading very strongly through lice, and against lice we had absolutely
nothing, neither water, clean clothes, bathing facilities, or delousing powder, so from the end of
February, typhus was spreading like fire through the whole camp and consequently nearly
everybody in our camp got it.Throughout history, typhus has stalked humanity in the wake of
wars, famine, and natural disasters. The bacterium is transmitted from one infected human to
another by the louse; one scratches the bitten area and rubs the bacterium into the open wound.
Symptoms include severe headache and muscle aches, sustained high fever and chills, rashes
and coughs, stupor, sensitivity to light, delirium, and in many cases, death.Interviewer: What



was the position with regard to water supplies in the camp?—We could get water from some
tanks sometimes for two or three hours a day, but then, for whole days, no water at all was
available. In No. 2 compound, there were no facilities at all for bathing. Some of the doctors and
nurses had the possibility of having a bath. Our compound got no fresh clothing or underclothing
at all, although supplies were available in the stores.What was the position with regard to latrines
in the camp?—The situation was a real catastrophe. We had a few latrines which were soon
blocked, and, in spite of all our efforts, we could not get them cleared. The people were too weak
to build new ones. These weak and dying people simply defecated wherever they stood or
wherever they lay about. They were too weak to move and so the whole camp became very
soon almost a latrine itself.What happened to people who died in the camp?—The first week,
they lay about for days and slowly were dragged away and put in the crematorium where they
were burned, but soon the crematorium was not big enough to cope with them, and then, they
started to put up bonfires. They put the corpses into high piles to burn them wherever they were.
Later, wood became so scarce that those high piles could not be dealt with in that way, as we
heard that the Administration of Forestry prohibited the use of wood for that purpose, and
consequently the bodies simply lay where they were. As every day the number of people who
died was over a thousand, the result was that every day several thousand bodies were lying
about in the camp in a terrific state, green and swollen through the heat, some of them stinking.
Later, they were put in a stone block, and only before the liberation by the British troops did the
SS start digging big graves for these people.What was the food in the camp like?—About half a
liter of turnip soup per man per day in the beginning; about 300 grams of bread were issued;
later, however, less, and in the last few weeks no bread at all.Under no circumstances were
those rations sufficient to preserve life. Even those who came in in a fit and healthy state lost
their strength after a few weeks, and those who came in a weakened state died in a few days or
weeks.Jean Weinstock had arrived in Bergen-Belsen with a Polish group in the summer of 1943,
the first group of ‘exchange’ Jews.Jean Weinstock LazingerWe went to Bergen-Belsen in July
1943. And we were the first civilians in that camp. We used to get a slice of bread and coffee in
the morning. And we used to get this turnip soup. Sometimes we used to get spinach soup with
white worms on top. And there were a couple doctors there, they said, ‘You better eat it, because
it’s protein.’ But I was unable to do that.They separated the men from the women, but we were
able to see each other through the day. After 5:00 the men had to be in their barracks and the
women had to be in the women’s barracks. We had bunk beds… but, as they were bringing
other people from different [places], our camp got smaller and smaller. We were divided by the
wires and we were able to speak to the people on the other side, and I remember exactly when
the train came from Holland. There was hunger, there was cold, then they brought the Hungarian
Jewish people… it was right in the next barrack from us, we had a hard time because they spoke
a different language than us, but some people spoke German, so we were able to communicate
a little bit.Istvan Berenyi, who later anglicized his name to Stephen Barry, arrived at Belsen
single and without family in early December 1944 from Hungary, destined for the Hungarian



camp recently vacated by a transport of exchange Jews going to Switzerland.[7] In a 2009
interview, he related the horror of Belsen, especially the infamous nearby Block 10.Steve BarryI
have exact dates [of my arrival at the camp] and I will tell you why. I spent my twentieth birthday
on a train going to Bergen-Belsen, and it was December 7, 1944. So I know exactly the dates.
[My friends and I] were totally, totally green. We really did not understand what was happening to
the Jews, what was happening in Poland. It was ‘an enigma wrapped in a mystery,’ if I may use
Mr. Churchill, because we knew that things were bad, but we did not realize that we were going
to be systematically murdered!We never came in contact with any of the SS. We came in contact
with what was called the kapos. They were the camp police. The camp police consisted of
prisoners who kind of ruled over the other inmates. And to show how totally silly we were, we
asked them if there was a commissary in the camp and could we use money to buy something
there! [Laughs] This is how totally removed from reality we were.Of course, then we walked from
the train station to our camp, and walking through the camp, believe me, it was an eyeful. To
begin with, some people could not walk, and they were shot on the way, walking to the camp. We
saw the barbed wire; we saw the emaciated people. So all of a sudden reality sank in, and we
knew, or we started to understand, what we were faced with.Then we went to a shower. They
took everything—you had to drop everything you carried, and you got undressed, and then took
a shower, not realizing at that point that this could have been the end of us, not knowing anything
about the showers in Auschwitz and so on. So when we showered and put our clothes back on,
we lost all our baggage. Whatever little we carried with us, it was gone. So the only thing we
owned was the clothes that were on our bodies.Interviewer: When you think back to the months
that you spent at Bergen-Belsen, what would you say is the clearest memory of your time?
[Pauses] I saw human flesh being eaten in the camp next to us. And I had no idea who they
were. They took the cadavers and obviously they must have had some medical people there,
because they knew exactly how to get to the liver with a simple incision; the liver is a very edible
part of a human being. [Hesitates; sighs] I hate to say this, but it is the truth. I would think that
that was probably as far as one can sink. I saw people being beaten; I saw people dying from
hunger, which is an extremely painful death. I guess it is just not known—and hopefully never will
be—that you do not just keel over from hunger. It is a very painful way of dying. And I witnessed
some of that, and of course every morning I saw the dead bodies stacked up like wood and
taken to a crematorium. They had to get rid of the bodies somehow, so that the disease did not
keep spreading. [Swallows] And unfortunately later on the crematorium was no longer operating,
and they were just digging huge holes and they were putting the bodies in there.Eighteen
thousand people perished in March 1945 alone. Harold Osmond Le Druillenec was a British
national living in the occupied Channel Island of Jersey when on June 5, 1944—the day before
D-Day—he was arrested for helping a Russian prisoner to escape some time before, and also
for possessing an illegal wireless radio set. After spending time in various concentration camps,
he arrived at Bergen-Belsen on April 5, only ten days before the liberation of the camp. In his
graphic testimony on the fourth day of the Belsen Trial the following September, he described



the frantic conditions as the Germans began to deal with the mounting corpses.Harold Osmond
Le DruillenecInterviewer: Were you allowed out of the hut at all during the [first] night?—No. It
was humanly impossible to get out since the whole floor was just one mass of humanity—it
would have meant walking across people in order to get out—in any case, the door was shut.
People were lying against it, and I think that it was locked as well.What was the atmosphere
inside that hut like?—Well, it is rather difficult to put into words. I do not think it is humanly
possible to describe that—it was vile. I think I have told you sufficient to make you realize that the
smell was abominable; in fact, it was the worst feature of Belsen Camp. A night in those huts was
something maybe a man like Dante might describe, but I simply cannot put into words.Will you
now tell the Court about the first day you began work?—In the beginning the work was rather
interesting because we were herded as a block, some six or seven hundred maybe, into the
mortuary yard by means of blows, the language we understood pretty well by then; we were
made to understand that we had to drag these dead bodies a certain route to what we were to
find to be large burial pits. The procedure was to take some strands of blanket from a heap
where the effects and clothing of the dead had been put, tie these strips of blanket or clothing to
the ankles and wrists of the corpses, and then proceed to walk to the pits. We started work at
sunrise and were up quite a long time before that. We got no food before we started and worked
till about 8 o’clock in the evening. In those five days or so I spent on this burial work neither a
spot of food nor a drop of water passed my lips.Will you describe one of these days?—After the
usual terrible night, we started the appell first. After about two hours of that, we would be herded
in the usual manner to this yard. We tied the strips of blankets to the wrists and ankles of the
dead bodies, which we picked out most carefully. Firstly, we found the shortest corpse possible;
they were all emaciated and thinner than anything I had imagined before, so by getting the
shortest we were bound to get the lightest. Secondly, we chose one that was not too black. Our
first task in the morning was to bury the fresh dead that had been brought from the various huts
in my portion of the camp to the mortuary yard, not those which were in the hut. Despite the fact
that there must have been over 2,000 all told occupied in this work, it used to take us nearly the
whole morning to empty that yard prior to going into the rooms to start burying the old dead. We
then left the northernmost gate of the yard with the body dragging behind, usually allowing
maybe two meters between the foremost people dragging and the body in front. If you allowed
more than that, a hit on the head made you hurry up to reduce the distance. We made our way
along the central road towards the burial pits. Along this road, stationed at intervals, were
orderlies to see that the flow of dead to the pits carried on smoothly; they were particularly
numerous near the kitchen and the reservoir water.One of the most cruel things in this particular
work was the fact that we passed this water regularly on every trip, and although we were dying
of thirst, we were not allowed to touch it or get anywhere near, nor were we allowed to get to the
heap of swede [rutabaga] peelings near the kitchen. A few of those would have made us a very
fine meal indeed in the state we were in.Nearing the pits, I found out that the pits themselves
were being dug by so-called ‘free’ foreign workers. I cannot very well explain my feelings when I



first saw one of those pits which already contained many dead and had to throw my particular
corpse on top of those others already there.During the dragging process, I noticed on many
occasions a very strange wound at the back of the thigh of many of these dead. First I dismissed
it as a gunshot wound at close quarters, but after seeing a few more I asked a friend and he told
me that many prisoners were cutting chunks out of these bodies to eat. On my very next visit to
the mortuary I actually saw a prisoner whip out a knife, cut a portion out of the leg of a dead
body, and put it quickly into his mouth, naturally frightened of being seen in the act of doing so. I
leave it to your imagination to realize to what state the prisoners were reduced for men to chance
eating these bits of flesh taken out of black corpses.What was the attitude of the SS and of the
orderlies you have mentioned while all this was going on?—To get on with the job as quickly as
possible. My own idea is that it was to make a good impression on the advancing British Army.
We knew it was coming. We could hear the guns and I think the whole idea was to clear the
camp of as many dead as possible before they arrived. I would like you to picture what this
endless chain of dead going to the pits must have looked like for about five days from sunrise to
sunset. How many were buried I have no idea. It must have been vast numbers—certainly five
figures.What happened to a prisoner who fell out on this parade?—You didn't dare to fall out, but
many collapsed on the way—just lay dead by the roadside, or died. They in turn were lifted by a
team of four and taken to the pits. People died like flies on the way to these pits. They did not
have the necessary energy to drag even those very light bodies. A man who faltered was usually
hit on the head, but many people were cunning, and if no orderlies were around, they used to
leave their corpses stranded by the roadside and go back to the mortuary for another, because
they would pass the kitchen or reservoir, and they still had hopes that they would reach some
food or water.Were you struck at all yourself during this period?—Oh, many times. You were
bound to get hit in the normal course of the day. You were bound to get hit on the head in the
morning getting out of the hut, whether you were out first or last. You were bound to be hit in
getting to the mortuary and all along the way to the pits. They were just odd blows here and
there, given, I suppose, for the fun of the thing. One ceases to question in a concentration camp
why things happen. One is taught from the very beginning just to accept things as they are.[6]On
April 22, 1945, a Canadian Royal Air Force food and hunger expert and eyewitness noted,
‘There apparently is little concern and no marked line between the living and the dead, for those
who are alive today may be dead tomorrow. In fact, during the critical stage of the food
[shortage] in this camp, some of the inmates have turned to cannibalism and thereby the dead
helped to sustain life for the living until food was made available after liberation.’[8]Irene Bleier
was a seventeen-year-old girl from Hungary who entered the exchange camp in late 1944.Irene
Bleier MuskalI met someone who had been in Bergen-Belsen for some time, and asked him
what sort of work we would be doing here. He looked at me flabbergasted and coldly answered
that no one comes to work at Bergen-Belsen—everybody comes here to die. I never saw this
person again, his blunt answer only intensifying my already overflowing desperation. Unceasing
tears rolled down my face for days.After several more exhausting hours standing outside, we



were at last allowed to move inside the barracks of Block 10. Our building was next to the gate. A
high barbed-wire fence separated us from a group of Jews from Holland in a different block.
Inside the barracks, over 200 people took up their abode on three-tiered bunk beds.The
suffering of body and soul further numbed our brains. We turned into objects to the will of others,
like robots, the living dead. We choked in pain. This condition penetrated my soul for years to
come, impeding my feelings.Kurt Bronner was taken from Budapest, Hungary, and imprisoned
with his father in Bergen-Belsen. There, he lost his parents.Kurt BronnerTwo weeks after we
arrived, my dad started to cough. One morning, I heard men reciting prayers, and someone said
to me, ‘I’m sorry. Your father is dead.’ Eighteen years old, I didn’t know; I never faced death
before. Then in the morning they took the bodies out; I tried to follow my dad’s cart, being taken
to the so-called cemetery—[but I could not find him, there were so many bodies]. And a week
later, I saw my mother through the barbed wire; we started talking, she wanted to know how dad
is, and I lied and I said, ‘He’s fine, he’s sleeping’—I didn’t want to burden her with the bad news.
[Pause] And then a German woman guard started to beat my mother. [Pause] You are on this
side of the fence, and on the other side is your mother, and there is nothing you can do. And that
is the last time that I saw my mother; I don’t know what happened to her; I tried to find out, and
all they could tell me was, fifteen thousand women died without any names.Eleven-year-old Sara
also had vivid memories.Sara Gottdiener AtzmonAt Bergen-Belsen I graduated from the
University of Death. For me it was always cold—there was continuous frost. We were almost
without clothes. I slept on a narrow-tiered bed bunk together with my sister Matti and her 2½
year old son. He was coughing all the time and I thought that he would not make it.Later in life, I
began painting. My second work about the Holocaust was ‘Tiers of Death’ because every
morning there would be some dead bodies on the bunks. Death always came as a surprise to
us; we thought that nice man over there looked strong and that he would make it. But no, some
simply did not have the strength to endure any more hunger and suffering. Now people finally
understood what I was trying to say, through my painting.When the mounds of dead bodies
started to pile up nearby in a frightening manner, we, the children, made bets between us as to
who would die tomorrow and who would die the day after. Every one of them had his signs. I had
become an old woman already, eleven and a half years old. Still, in my childish naiveté, I gave
my sister Shoshana one-half of my daily bread ration, for her 13th birthday.Even if I'll paint all my
life, I will not be able to describe the suffering that was going on in that camp, and especially the
stench. Maybe some people are more expert than me in describing the small details. But I only
tried to touch on the most painful things: fear, hunger, filth, hopelessness, and despair.The
despair was the most dangerous. But we children always tried to repress the despair and joke
about things, even though our bodies were infested with lice and covered with itchy sores,
because for half a year we did not wash. This was something impossible to get used to. Mother
said that she did not want to be put naked on the cart that carries away the dead, because it’s
cold there— she will walk on foot to the crematory.During the breaks between roll calls, if it
wasn’t too cold, I would stand by the fence and look at the naked dead bodies with their gaping



mouths. I used to wonder what it was that they still wanted to shout out loud and couldn’t. I tried
to determine who were men, and who were women. But they were only skin and bones. I tried to
imagine how I could dress these dead bodies in clothes for dinner; their pale skin color did not
always match the clothes.In those days, when everyone fought desperately for one more minute
to live, for one more crumb of food, our mother would stand where they dispensed the soup,
which consisted of potato peel and cattle turnips, and implore people to give only one spoonful
of their ration to us children. This is how she succeeded in saving the lives of some who were
already dying, whose death on the next day would have been certain.Uri Orlev was a young
teenager from Warsaw. His mother had died in the Warsaw Ghetto; with his younger brother and
aunt he was sent to Bergen-Belsen.Uri OrlevI invented a story that this war, this ghetto, the
Germans, the camp, all this never existed. What really happened was that I was the son of the
Emperor of China. My royal father had put me on a bed, and had ordered it to be placed on a
large, high podium. Twenty Chinese mandarins were called to my bedside, instructed to put me
to sleep and make me dream of war, so that when I inherit the throne, I would never make war
again, knowing how bad wars are.*Camp commandant Kramer filed a report to Berlin on March
1, 1945, explaining the dire circumstances as transports from all over the Reich continued to
arrive. He noted supply problems and overcrowding, and that of the 42,000 inmates in his camp,
250–300 died each day from typhus. In it he also noted the exchange camp and the Jews there,
and how it would be of great consequence to be rid of them.Josef KramerBergen-Belsen, 1st
March, 1945.Gruppenführer, it has been my intention for a long time past to seek an interview
with you in order to describe the present conditions here. As service conditions make this
impossible, I should like to submit a written report on the impossible state of affairs and ask for
your support…State of HealthThe incidence of disease is very high here in proportion to the
number of detainees. When you interviewed me on 1st December, 1944, at Oranienburg, you
told me that Bergen-Belsen was to serve as a sick camp for all concentration camps in North
Germany.[7] The number of sick has greatly increased, particularly on account of the transports
of detainees, which have arrived from the East in recent times—these transports have
sometimes spent eight to fourteen days in open trucks. An improvement in their condition, and
particularly a return of these detainees to work, is under present conditions quite out of the
question. The sick here gradually pine away till they die of weakness of the heart and general
debility. As already stated, the average daily mortality is between 250 and 300. One can best
gain an idea of the conditions of incoming transports when I state that on one occasion, out of a
transport of 1,900 detainees over 500 arrived dead. The fight against spotted fever [typhus] is
made extremely difficult by the lack of means of disinfection…On the question of putting the
internees to work, I have contacted the employment authorities. There is a chance of being able
to make use, in the near future, of woman labor. There is no availability here of making use of
male labor. In addition to the concentration camp prisoners, there are here still about 7,500
internees ('Exchange Jews'). SS Hauptsturmführer Modes from RHSA. IV. A. 4b was here last
week and informed me that these Jews would be removed in the near future.[8] It would be



much appreciated if this could be done as soon as possible, for in this way accommodation
could then be found for at least 10,000 concentration camp prisoners. Because of the spotted
fever danger, SS Hauptsturmführer Moes is not willing to take these Jews away at the present
time. These Jews are to go partly to Theresienstadt and partly to a new camp in Württemburg.
The removal of these internees is particularly urgent for the reason that several concentration
camp Jews have discovered among the camp internees their nearest relations—some their
parents, some their brothers and sisters. Also for purely political reasons— I mention in this
connection the high death figure in this camp at present— it is essential that these Jews
disappear from here as soon as possible [author’s emphasis].With that I wish to close my
present report. In this connection, Gruppenführer, I want to assure you once again that on my
part everything will definitely be done to bridge over this difficult situation. I know that you have
even greater difficulties to overcome and appreciate that you must send to this camp all
internees discharged from that area; on the other hand, I implore your help in overcoming this
situation.Heil Hitler, yours truly,J. Kramer., SS HauptsturmführerOn March 19, one of Himmler’s
main deputies, SS ObergruppenFührer Oswald Pohl, visited Bergen-Belsen on an inspection
tour.Josef KramerI went through the camp with him and showed him the worst parts… He saw
the whole camp and told me that what he had seen that day in Belsen he had never seen
anywhere before. I told him that if they sent me nothing but sick people I would not be able to
show him anything better. We returned to the office and had a conversation to try and find
means to improve the situation. My proposals were to cease all new transports and to transfer all
so-called exchange Jews with their families… [He] decided there and then to send a telegram,
and to comply with my request…[9]Fully aware that the noose was closing around his boss
Himmler, Pohl arranged for the evacuation of nearly seven thousand in the exchange camp to
the camp Theresienstadt in Czechoslovakia, perhaps in the hopes that these Jews might prove
useful in negotiations with the Allies even as more transports arrived.[9] [10] Between April 6 and
10, 1945, 6,700 men, women, and children from the exchange camp passed through the camp
gates and marched several kilometers to the railhead that many had arrived at months or years
earlier. But they were not told the objective and had no way of knowing whether they were being
led out to be shot in a ditch or moved on to be gassed elsewhere; Belsen had no gas chambers.
Some would be murdered before reaching the train platform.[11]Aliza Melamed was a teenage
survivor of the Warsaw Ghetto.Aliza Melamed Vitis-ShomronAllied planes fly above us making a
dull sound and there is nothing to stop them. A few days ago, there was an air battle between
English and German planes, right above the camp. I hid with the others under the bunks, not that
I was afraid, but a shrewd thought was on my mind: Now, just before liberation and the end of the
war, I could be killed by an Allied bullet or bomb…I am sure there is no God—only chance rules
my life. There is no one to pray to, no one to beg—maybe my lucky star that has protected me
until now will continue to do so… Will I manage to survive? A sweet feeling of revenge fills me as
I realize that our murderers are also suffering and being killed!My strength has waned; my feet
are swollen from hunger. I have become apathetic to my surroundings.Irene Bleier MuskalIn



accord with my daily routine, I was just loafing about by the barbed wire fence inside the
courtyard of Block 36. My gaze was directed toward two important locations over the fence—the
kitchen and the cattle feed pile.Suddenly, a band of SS officers appeared on the scene. A tall
officer bawled out, ‘Where is the dog?’ Soon, Mr. Fisher [the block leader] presented himself.
This strange occurrence keenly aroused my interest. Does this signal good tidings as to our
destiny? For better or worse, we find out in a few short minutes.Orders from higher Nazi
authorities called for a group of two thousand tormented Jewish souls—Hungarian, Polish,
Dutch, Spanish, and Greek—to leave Bergen-Belsen for good.[10] The instruction singled out
large families, but those who preferred to stay and be liberated in this camp were allowed to do
so, while those singles who wished were allowed to join with this, the first transport to leave. At
this time, I could think of no greater desire than to walk out alive through the big open gates of
the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp on my own two feet. Together with my mom, my sister
Jolan, and my two brothers, I felt this was a great privilege, an immeasurable reward from the
Almighty.In less than ten minutes, two thousand ‘living dead’ stood in lines of five, as was the
order of the SS Nazi leader named Kramer. Adults aged over twenty-one were given four
cigarettes. As we stood in rows, my acquaintance F.F. came to my side to wish me speedy
liberation from Nazi reign. In turn, I wished him the same good tidings.With our meager
belongings on our backs, we thus began marching out of Bergen-Belsen after unbearable
suffering of many months. At our sides were armed Nazi guards, but now I could not care less; I
just disregarded their presence. With an elevated feeling, I walked on the camp's main road,
leading us toward our long-yearned-for freedom.As we approached Block 10, the unfolding
spectacle encompassed me. I saw a colossal hill made of skeleton cadavers while yet living
skeleton-like creatures sat cross-legged on the bare earth or wallowed in their own filth. I dared
ask the Nazi guard who walked by what would happen to the pitiful creatures in Block 10. He
answered that all those creatures would shortly perish.Aliza Melamed Vitis-ShomronOn April 6,
an unexpected order came to prepare for evacuation. We heard the thunder of cannons in the
distance; they said that the city of Hannover was in the hands of the Allied armies. And they are
approaching the little town of Celle.Evacuation? To where? To the gas chambers?There was a
terrible smell in the air. I was hardened, cynical, and no longer capable of feeling anything. After
the terrible murders in Block 10, adjacent to us, nothing could move me. But I remembered I had
to survive to tell the world about my friends who were killed in the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. I
hugged my mother and sister. They mustn’t separate us!Mother consults Uncle Leon Melamed.
Aunt Irena, practical as usual, is already packing the most important things. ‘There is nothing we
can do,’ she says with typical decisiveness. ‘We have no choice. There is no point in staying in a
camp that is no longer getting supplies of food. We’ll starve before they come to liberate us.’ We
agree with her. We get into a long line, men, women, and the children who are with us, hundreds
of Jews from various blocks.The people’s faces mainly express uncertainty and acceptance of
the situation. We again pass by the piles of skeletons, new ones every day. In the huge camp on
the other side of the road, we see shadowy figures moving.Mother and I take the few remaining



clothes, the notes I have written in the camp and on the Aryan side, and a passport photo of
father.[11] We have no personal documents, nothing reminiscent of our previous life. Mother has
only a silver fruit knife that she took with us when we went to the ‘selektzia’ in Warsaw.[12]Irene
Bleier MuskalAt the time, our bodies were completely weakened, and we stood at the edge of
the grave. Finally, we reached the huge open gate, where the armed Nazi guards at each side of
the sentry box no longer frightened me. Proudly, with a sense of relief, I walked through the gate,
leaving the Bergen-Belsen death factory behind me.Agnes Fleischer was a ten-year-old girl from
Hungary.Agnes Fleischer BakerI remember Bergen-Belsen well—the stack of dead, the stack of
skeletons. My father was dead by that time. I had my tenth birthday in Bergen-Belsen, only by
that time we didn't know the dates. The months before we left, I remember being cold.Days
before we were to leave, someone who could differentiate artillery fire from air bombardment
said he heard artillery fire, so somebody is close. Then came that April day, the sixth, and my
mother told us that the kapo said we are moving out in five minutes. We had nothing to do there,
so five minutes was more than enough time for us to [get ready to] go anywhere. I was standing
with my sister and my mother said to me, ‘You know, we should not go. For a piece of bread, I
can arrange to stay here.’ I said, ‘No, we should go.’It was seven kilometers from the camp
Bergen-Belsen to the rail station, and it goes through a forest. We had to walk and we were close
to three thousand people. It was a hilly kind of road and if you were in the middle like my mother,
sister, and I were, you could see the first people in the group, the first walkers. And I kept asking
my mother, ‘Are they shooting yet?’ I thought that that was where they were going to shoot us, in
the woods, you know. I was sure, there were so many trees and going through the forest, that
they're going to get rid of us there. At that point I don't remember being scared; it was just a
matter of fact.Ariela Lowenthal was an only child of six when the war came to Poland. Her
parents had already been murdered by the time she and her aunt and uncle arrived in Bergen-
Belsen; her uncle then died there.Ariela Lowenthal Mayer RojekI was born in 1933 in Poland,
where I spent time in a ghetto and a prison. I then spent two years in Bergen-Belsen.When told
to prepare ourselves for the departure on the train, I was already very weak and sick. Two weeks
prior I had a very high fever. I was in Bergen-Belsen with my aunt, my father’s sister, as by then I
had lost my entire family.The Germans let us know that all those who could not walk would have
to stay behind. My aunt wanted to stay because she knew that I was already very weak;
however, I insisted on going. I said to my aunt, ‘You know that they kill the weak and the sick. We
will go with the healthy people.’ Although I was only 11½ years old, my aunt listened to me. I
probably had a very strong will to live.Before we left, they gave each of us a raw potato, and
somehow we managed to bake them over a wood fire. My aunt then said to me, ‘You know that
now is the Passover holiday’—we barely remembered what day of the week it was, let alone the
date. On Passover, according to the story, our forefather Moses took us out of Egypt. Maybe G-d
is bringing us to freedom, and maybe we will live?You know, the whole camp was divided into
small camps, and every [sub]camp had a wire fence. We had to walk to the train station and
when we went out from our camp, we went on the main road. On both sides of us—[it was like



we were] walking in the middle of a tunnel—on both sides were white mountains of corpses.
They could not get rid of the corpses, so it was terrible, and you had to walk in the middle. I
remember my aunt, to this day, saying, ‘Don’t look! Don’t look!’We walked a few kilometers to the
train, and out of weakness we dropped most of the things that we still had with us.Seventeen-
year-old Laszlo ‘Leslie’ Meisels of Hungary weighed just 75 pounds as he and his family shuffled
along the seven kilometers towards the railhead.Leslie MeiselsWhen I entered Bergen-Belsen, I
was a strong, robust, marching 175-pound 17-year-old. Four months and three days later, I was
a shuffling skeleton, 75 pounds, barely able to move.[When we started out, we were] in the third
row of the column, and we were going so slow that we ended up almost at the very end. Had we
started out at the center or in the second half of the column, we would have been shot like others
who were not able to keep up. Those people told the guards they had to sit down for a moment
to rest, but they didn't have a chance to stand up because a bullet to the head ended it.Fritz
‘Fred’ Spiegel was nearly thirteen and incarcerated with his young sister, with no parents to look
after them in Bergen-Belsen.Fred ‘Fritz’ SpiegelWe were a ragged group with tattered clothes,
damaged even more when we pulled off the Jewish star that we had worn all those years.The
Germans did not want the local population to know who we were. Many people were almost
barefoot as we no longer had decent shoes. We walked unnoticed through the town of Bergen;
the inhabitants in the houses on both sides of the road had their shutters closed. Some people in
our column fell and were left by the wayside. Then, suddenly a small girl fell, and a German
guard hurriedly picked her up and helped her to move on. I noticed the guard was crying. I had
never before noticed any German guard having sympathy for the children in the camp, even
though many children were starving to death or dying of typhus. So why was this German guard
crying? Did he suddenly take pity on this young girl? Or was he upset when he realized it was all
over and Germany was going to lose the war?Aliza Melamed Vitis-ShomronMy legs won’t carry
me. The road seems endless; the body is weak and not used to moving. Every step calls for an
inhuman effort. We crawl along slowly.[A girl] is carrying her 5-year-old brother on her back. Her
face is red with the effort. The child has no strength left, he is apathetic. Their mother walks
beside them and slaps him gently on his face. Her legs are also swollen from hunger. I walk on. I
can’t help them—I have no strength left.Suddenly, a man walks up to me. I recognize him: It is
my neighbor from the next bunk. Without a word, he puts his arms under my armpits and drags
me along. I lean on him with all the weight of my body. I didn’t get to know him although we ‘lived
next door,’ and now he is helping me!Who can understand the depths of good and evil in the
hearts of men? This small deed, the hand held out in support at a critical moment, imbued me
with hope and strength to continue on my own.People begin to drop their belongings. We also
stop every fifteen minutes and sadly throw down a few things. At the end of the march my
backpack only holds a little food and two or three items of underclothes.Fred ‘Fritz’ SpiegelAfter
a long and difficult walk, we finally reached the train station where a train consisting of many
cattle wagons was waiting for us. The floors were covered with straw and it was difficult for most
of us, especially the children, to climb into the wagons. Each wagon was overcrowded, and we



had only a slice of bread each, taken from the camp.Leslie MeiselsWhen we arrived at the rail
yard and were ordered to climb up into the cattle wagon, I had seen an open railcar loaded with
red beets a few train cars away. Even though we knew that the punishment would be terrible,
some people went there and got a few pieces. A piece of red beet, even raw, was enough to
sustain four people—me, my mother, and my two brothers—for a day. I asked my mother to
empty the pillowcase, which was our main carrying case, and give it to me. I shuffled there, put
in a half-dozen or so beets, and carried it back.When I arrived at the track next to our freight car,
an SS guard with his back to me was aiming and shooting to death a 10 or 11-year-old little boy
who had two red beets, one in each hand. He committed such a horrible crime that immediate
execution was the right punishment, according to this hatefully minded SS guard. While he was
shooting that little boy to death, I was able to hand my bundle to someone who gave it to my
mother. When he turned around, he just barked at me to get up. Had he turned around 10 or 15
seconds earlier, I wouldn't be here speaking to you now.Irene Bleier MuskalWe march to the
railway station of Bergen–Celle. We are again herded inside empty cattle trucks filled to their
capacity—we can only sit. There is not enough room to stretch our numbed legs. As is our habit,
no sleep will come to our eyes; hunger and thirst prevents this. As the sun rises after a sleepless
night, I get up to see what is happening outside the cattle trucks.[13] I slowly walk out and
discover a business exchange just opposite our transport. A group of Ukrainians guarded an
open rail car of red beets and exchanged one red beet for each cigarette.I turn to my mother with
a thrilling sense and ask her to give me four cigarettes to exchange for beets. She gave me the
cigarettes, but as I step off the cattle truck, I am terribly disappointed. The Swabian SS guards
are now beating my fellow Jews with their heavy rifles as punishment for the exchange.[14] They
were striking my people on the head, face, and back without any compassion. I felt distressed
and benumbed and was now rooted to the spot. I just leaned against the side of the cattle truck.
Within a few minutes, the exchange area was clear of Jews. Sure enough, the Ukrainian
exchangers are not assaulted, even though they exchanged things that belonged to the Nazi
authorities while we Jews exchanged our own property.The Ukrainians stayed close by with only
the German SS guards now patrolling the grounds. The instinct of hunger does not comprehend
fear and guides my legs toward one of the armed SS guards. Still numb and speechless, I show
him the four cigarettes with an imploring look, indicating my plea to this murderous enemy of
mine. He immediately understood and advised me to make a quick run before his commanding
officer reappeared on the scene. I had hardly finished this exchange when the area once again
filled up with my fellow suffering companions. The exchange goes on until the SS guards again
strike out with their rifles. My mom evenly divides the four beets between the five of us, and we
eat with relish.Aliza Melamed Vitis-ShomronSuddenly, we see railway carriages. Surprisingly,
they are normal ‘Pullmans,’ not freight cars.[15] The exhausted people lie down on the platform.
At the station we are given a little food and water. The journey has begun.Irene Bleier
MuskalSaturday,  April 7,   1945. Our transport is stranded at the Bergen–Celle railway station. Our
irresponsible captors no longer provide us with food. After suffering from constant starvation for



six long months at the death factory of Bergen-Belsen, the German SS leaves us now in total
hunger and total thirst. We are too exhausted, dizzy, and weak to grasp how grave our situation
is.What do the Nazis have in mind?*July 5, 2013/ Bergen-Belsen MemorialI scuffle along the
pathways, lost in thought. On a summer tour of the authentic sites of the Holocaust with fellow
teachers from all over the United States, Bergen-Belsen is the first major camp we visit. How
fitting.I am only here for a day, but it is like I have been here before. Of course, I haven’t; instead,
I have been studying the Holocaust and communicating with the Bergen-Belsen Memorial
administrators for years—there is even an exhibit here in the new interpretive center based in
part on the work I have done as a high school teacher. I have come to know many friends who
were imprisoned here, whose parents still lie here, somewhere. And some of them lived here for
years after their liberation, reconstructing their lives in the displaced persons camp for the
opportunity to begin a new life from the ashes of stolen childhood. And on this very day back
home, a tank commander is being laid to rest in the foothills of the Adirondack Mountains.My
friend. Their angel.The group moves on to the House of Silence. As we will do at every site we
visit, we pause and reflect. Pauline, with tears, leads the small service. Elaine, our tour leader,
asks me to recite the Mourner’s Kaddish as candles are lit.Mourners leave notes here. In this
small room of reflection and remembrance, the Queen of England herself paid her first and only
visit to a concentration camp, seventy years after the liberation. Here she found a handwritten
lament:If I could live my life again, I would find you sooner.Outside, a single stone marks that
Anne Frank and her sister Margot lie here somewhere, their youthful promise snuffed out in
those terrible weeks just before the liberation. But where they rest, no one will ever really be
sure.Today, I feel the presence of the dead as I take this all in, moving slowly through the heath
and barrows of Bergen-Belsen, steps in a long journey back into the past and reuniting
American soldiers with the people whom they saved from the edge of the abyss. This journey will
carry me from my small hometown to the halls of power at the New York State Capitol and the
U.S. Capitol Rotunda in Washington, D.C.; to the cities of the American South and to Canada; to
horrors and wonders in Germany, the Czech Republic, and Poland; and to Jerusalem and the
Holy Land, a passage that in many respects should have never happened to a small-town
American boy and teacher like me.But it did.CHAPTER TWOThe Last TransportI will give them
an everlasting name,That shall not be cut off.— Isaiah 56:5Our teacher group at the Bergen-
Belsen Memorial has lunch in the cafeteria and Bernd Horstmann asks us if we would like to see
the exhibit on the evacuation transports. This is not our first meeting; Bernd has been working
with survivors and their families for many years at the memorial site and all over the world. As the
Custodian of the Book of Names, it is his responsibility to help reconstruct the data destroyed by
the SS as the British forces moved in. To date, out of the 120,000 who passed through the gates,
less than half that number have been identified. The preface to the two-volume edition of the
Book of Remembrance, which lists the name, birthdate, place of birth, and date of arrival for the
victims at Bergen-Belsen, as well as the place and date of death—or of liberation—reads as
follows:A TrainNear MagdeburgA TEACHER’S JOURNEYINTO THE HOLOCAUSTMatthew A.
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stood by and have let that happen? They do not owe us anything. We owe them, for what we
allowed to happen to them.― CARROL S. WALSH, LIBERATORI grew up and spent all my years
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1944Amsterdam'This is D-Day,’ the BBC announced at 12 o'clock. This is the day. The invasion
has begun!Is this really the beginning of the long-awaited liberation? The liberation we've all
talked so much about, which still seems too good, too much of a fairy tale ever to come
true?...The best part of the invasion is that I have the feeling that friends are on the way. Those
terrible Germans have oppressed and threatened us for so long that the thought of friends and
salvation means everything to us!― Anne Frank, diary entry,six days before her 15th
birthdayJune 6, 1944Amsterdam'This is D-Day,’ the BBC announced at 12 o'clock. This is the
day. The invasion has begun!Is this really the beginning of the long-awaited liberation? The
liberation we've all talked so much about, which still seems too good, too much of a fairy tale
ever to come true?...The best part of the invasion is that I have the feeling that friends are on the
way. Those terrible Germans have oppressed and threatened us for so long that the thought of
friends and salvation means everything to us!― Anne Frank, diary entry,six days before her 15th
birthdayApril 15, 1945Somewhere in GermanyDear Mr. Huppert,You will probably be wondering
who I am and what business I have, writing to you.– I am one of the millions of soldiers of the
United States Army, who is fighting for all the oppressed peoples of the world and hopes to have
reestablished decency and honor to all mankind, with the defeat of Hitlerism.Two days ago, it
was the privilege of our unit to be able to liberate a trainload full of people of all nations
imaginable, who were being transferred from a concentration camp near Hannover to some
other place. Our advances were so swift that the SS guards left this particular train where it was
and took off.That is how I became acquainted with your wife, Mrs. Hilde Huppert, who asked me
to drop you this note saying that both she and your son Tommy are both healthy and well, and
now being well taken care of by our military governmental authorities. In actual fact, your wife
wrote a message for you on a piece of paper in pencil, which she asked me to convey to you.
Unfortunately, however, the penciled lines faded in my pocket, and I can no longer read what
was written on it. The contents of the message, though, were to let you know that your wife and
son are both safe and sound.I am sure that your wife will soon be able to get into contact with
you directly through the Red Cross, and I hope that in a none too distant future, your family will
once more be peacefully united.Sincerely yours,Cpl. Frank Gartner743rd Tank BattalionApril 15,
1945Somewhere in GermanyDear Mr. Huppert,You will probably be wondering who I am and
what business I have, writing to you.– I am one of the millions of soldiers of the United States
Army, who is fighting for all the oppressed peoples of the world and hopes to have reestablished
decency and honor to all mankind, with the defeat of Hitlerism.Two days ago, it was the privilege
of our unit to be able to liberate a trainload full of people of all nations imaginable, who were
being transferred from a concentration camp near Hannover to some other place. Our advances
were so swift that the SS guards left this particular train where it was and took off.That is how I
became acquainted with your wife, Mrs. Hilde Huppert, who asked me to drop you this note
saying that both she and your son Tommy are both healthy and well, and now being well taken
care of by our military governmental authorities. In actual fact, your wife wrote a message for you
on a piece of paper in pencil, which she asked me to convey to you. Unfortunately, however, the



penciled lines faded in my pocket, and I can no longer read what was written on it. The contents
of the message, though, were to let you know that your wife and son are both safe and sound.I
am sure that your wife will soon be able to get into contact with you directly through the Red
Cross, and I hope that in a none too distant future, your family will once more be peacefully
united.Sincerely yours,Cpl. Frank Gartner743rd Tank BattalionFarsleben train, moment of
liberation, Friday, April 13, 1945. Two American tank commanders and their major liberate the
train, deep in the heart of Nazi Germany. Stunned survivors come to the realization that they are
saved. Major Benjamin snaps the photo.Credit: Major Clarence L. Benjamin, 743rd Tank
Battalion.Farsleben train, moment of liberation, Friday, April 13, 1945. Two American tank
commanders and their major liberate the train, deep in the heart of Nazi Germany. Stunned
survivors come to the realization that they are saved. Major Benjamin snaps the photo.Credit:
Major Clarence L. Benjamin, 743rd Tank Battalion.Author’s NoteA photograph taken by an Army
major seventy years ago flickers to life on the screen. In it, a profound drama unfolds before the
eye. The caption on the museum website reads:A female survivor and her child run up a hill after
escaping from a train near Magdeburg and their liberation by American soldiers from the 743rd
Tank Battalion and 30th Infantry Division.Record Type: PhotographDate: 1945 April 13Locale:
Farsleben, [Prussian Saxony] GermanyPhotographer: Clarence BenjaminPhoto Designation:
LIBERATION –Germany: GeneralTrain to Magdeburg/FarslebenKeyword:CHILDREN (0–3
YEARS)CHILDREN/YOUTHSURVIVORSTRAINSWOMENThe picture defies expectations.
When the terms ‘Holocaust’ and ‘trains’ are paired in an online image search, the most common
result is that of people being transported to killing centers—but this incredible photograph shows
exactly the opposite. And there are many things about this story that will defy expectations.
Fifteen years after I brought this haunting image to the light of day, it has been called one of the
most powerful photographs of the 20th century. It has been used by museums and memorials
across the world, in exhibitions, films, mission appeals, and photo essays. Schoolchildren
download it for reports; filmmakers ask to use it in Holocaust documentaries. Yad Vashem, the
Israeli Holocaust Martyrs’ and Heroes’ Remembrance Authority, even employed it as the
backdrop for Israel’s state ceremonies in the presence of survivors, their president, prime
minister, the entire government, top army brass, and the chief rabbi in a national broadcast on
the 70th anniversary of the liberation and aftermath of the Holocaust. I know, because they
reached out to me for it—me, an ordinary public school teacher, six thousand miles away.For
over half a century, a copy of this photograph and others were hidden away in a shoebox in the
back of an old soldier’s closet. By spending time with this soldier, I was able to set in motion an
extraordinary confluence of events that unfolded organically in the second half of my career as a
history teacher. Many of the children who suffered on that train found me, and I was able to link
them forever with the men who I had come to know and love, the American GIs who saved them
that beautiful April morning. A moment in history is captured on film, and we have reunited the
actors, the persecuted, and their liberators, two generations on.*It is a cool spring morning. In
the background, down the hill, are two cattle cars. If we look closely, we can see a figure sitting



on the edge of the opening of a boxcar, perhaps too weak to climb out yet soaking up some
energy from the warming April sun. In front of him, a wisp of smoke seems to rise from a small
makeshift fire that others have gathered around. The sound of gunfire is echoing nearby; a
metallic clanking sound is growing louder at the top of the hill.This is an appropriate backdrop for
the marvel unfolding in the foreground. Now only a few steps away, a woman and perhaps her
young daughter are trudging up the hill toward the photographer. The woman has her hair
wrapped in a scarf and is clutching the hand of the girl with her right hand. Her left arm is
extended outward as if in greeting; her face is turning into a half smile in a mixture of
astonishment and enveloping joy, as if she is on the cusp of accepting the belief that she and her
daughter have just been saved.In contrast, the little girl is shooting a sideways glance away from
the camera. Her expression is one of distress—she looks terrified. So what is really happening,
and what are the amazing stories behind the picture?On this morning in Germany in 1945, she
may very well be responding to the two Sherman tanks that are now clattering up to the train
behind the photographer, who is in the Jeep with the white star.Following the mother and
daughter up the hill towards the soldiers are two other women. One welcomes the tanks with
outstretched arms and a wide grin as she moves up the hill. The other follows behind her. She
appears to be crying.It is Friday, the 13th of April, 1945. Led by their major scouting in a Jeep,
Tanks 12 and 13 of ‘D’ Company, 743rd Tank Battalion, US Army, have just liberated a train
transport with thousands of sick and emaciated victims of the Holocaust. In an instant, Major
Clarence L. Benjamin snaps a photograph so fresh and raw that if one did not know better, one
might think it was from a modern cellphone, although it will be soon buried into his official report
back to headquarters.But what have they stumbled upon? Where have these people come from?
And what do the soldiers do now?*In this never-before-told narrative, you will learn of the
tragedies and the triumphs behind the photograph firsthand from the people who lived it. You will
enter the abyss of the Holocaust with me, which the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
defines as ‘the systematic, bureaucratic, state-sponsored persecution and murder of six million
Jews by the Nazi regime and its collaborators.’ You will meet the survivors of that train as they
immerse you in their worlds as civilization collapsed around them, and the soldiers who fought
their way across war-torn Europe, some wondering what their true purpose was before
stumbling upon the Holocaust. You and I will visit the camps and authentic sites together, and
we be present with the Americans who found themselves confronted with industrial-scale
genocide. And I will lead you safely out of the chasm as we witness the aftermath—the miracles
of liberation and the re-unification of the victims and their saviors, first, second and third
generations, in my own classroom and all over the world seven decades later.In many respects,
this story should still be buried, because there is no logical way to explain my role in the
climactic aftermath. I was born sixteen years after the killing stopped, a continent away from the
horrors and comfortably unaware of the events of the Holocaust and World War II for much of my
life. I was raised in the sanctuary of a nurturing community and an intact family. I am not Jewish
and had never even been inside a synagogue until my forties. I’m not observantly religious, but I



am convinced that I was chosen to affirm and attest to what I have experienced. In this book I
rewind the tape to reconstruct how indeed it all came to be—the horrors of the experiences of
the Holocaust survivors, the ordeals and sacrifices of the American soldiers, and the miracles of
liberation and reunification.As the curtain descends on a career spanning four decades,
consider this also one teacher’s testament—a memoir of sorts, but more a story of being caught
up as an integral part of something much bigger than myself, driven by some invisible force
which has conquered the barriers of time and space. I too became a witness, and this is what I
saw.Matthew RozellHudson Falls, New YorkSeptember 2016Author’s NoteA photograph taken
by an Army major seventy years ago flickers to life on the screen. In it, a profound drama unfolds
before the eye. The caption on the museum website reads:A female survivor and her child run
up a hill after escaping from a train near Magdeburg and their liberation by American soldiers
from the 743rd Tank Battalion and 30th Infantry Division.Record Type: PhotographDate: 1945
April 13Locale: Farsleben, [Prussian Saxony] GermanyPhotographer: Clarence BenjaminPhoto
Designation: LIBERATION –Germany: GeneralTrain to Magdeburg/
FarslebenKeyword:CHILDREN (0–3 YEARS)CHILDREN/
YOUTHSURVIVORSTRAINSWOMENThe picture defies expectations. When the terms
‘Holocaust’ and ‘trains’ are paired in an online image search, the most common result is that of
people being transported to killing centers—but this incredible photograph shows exactly the
opposite. And there are many things about this story that will defy expectations. Fifteen years
after I brought this haunting image to the light of day, it has been called one of the most powerful
photographs of the 20th century. It has been used by museums and memorials across the world,
in exhibitions, films, mission appeals, and photo essays. Schoolchildren download it for reports;
filmmakers ask to use it in Holocaust documentaries. Yad Vashem, the Israeli Holocaust Martyrs’
and Heroes’ Remembrance Authority, even employed it as the backdrop for Israel’s state
ceremonies in the presence of survivors, their president, prime minister, the entire government,
top army brass, and the chief rabbi in a national broadcast on the 70th anniversary of the
liberation and aftermath of the Holocaust. I know, because they reached out to me for it—me, an
ordinary public school teacher, six thousand miles away.For over half a century, a copy of this
photograph and others were hidden away in a shoebox in the back of an old soldier’s closet. By
spending time with this soldier, I was able to set in motion an extraordinary confluence of events
that unfolded organically in the second half of my career as a history teacher. Many of the
children who suffered on that train found me, and I was able to link them forever with the men
who I had come to know and love, the American GIs who saved them that beautiful April
morning. A moment in history is captured on film, and we have reunited the actors, the
persecuted, and their liberators, two generations on.*It is a cool spring morning. In the
background, down the hill, are two cattle cars. If we look closely, we can see a figure sitting on
the edge of the opening of a boxcar, perhaps too weak to climb out yet soaking up some energy
from the warming April sun. In front of him, a wisp of smoke seems to rise from a small makeshift
fire that others have gathered around. The sound of gunfire is echoing nearby; a metallic



clanking sound is growing louder at the top of the hill.This is an appropriate backdrop for the
marvel unfolding in the foreground. Now only a few steps away, a woman and perhaps her young
daughter are trudging up the hill toward the photographer. The woman has her hair wrapped in a
scarf and is clutching the hand of the girl with her right hand. Her left arm is extended outward as
if in greeting; her face is turning into a half smile in a mixture of astonishment and enveloping joy,
as if she is on the cusp of accepting the belief that she and her daughter have just been saved.In
contrast, the little girl is shooting a sideways glance away from the camera. Her expression is
one of distress—she looks terrified. So what is really happening, and what are the amazing
stories behind the picture?On this morning in Germany in 1945, she may very well be
responding to the two Sherman tanks that are now clattering up to the train behind the
photographer, who is in the Jeep with the white star.Following the mother and daughter up the
hill towards the soldiers are two other women. One welcomes the tanks with outstretched arms
and a wide grin as she moves up the hill. The other follows behind her. She appears to be
crying.It is Friday, the 13th of April, 1945. Led by their major scouting in a Jeep, Tanks 12 and 13
of ‘D’ Company, 743rd Tank Battalion, US Army, have just liberated a train transport with
thousands of sick and emaciated victims of the Holocaust. In an instant, Major Clarence L.
Benjamin snaps a photograph so fresh and raw that if one did not know better, one might think it
was from a modern cellphone, although it will be soon buried into his official report back to
headquarters.But what have they stumbled upon? Where have these people come from?And
what do the soldiers do now?*In this never-before-told narrative, you will learn of the tragedies
and the triumphs behind the photograph firsthand from the people who lived it. You will enter the
abyss of the Holocaust with me, which the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum defines
as ‘the systematic, bureaucratic, state-sponsored persecution and murder of six million Jews by
the Nazi regime and its collaborators.’ You will meet the survivors of that train as they immerse
you in their worlds as civilization collapsed around them, and the soldiers who fought their way
across war-torn Europe, some wondering what their true purpose was before stumbling upon the
Holocaust. You and I will visit the camps and authentic sites together, and we be present with the
Americans who found themselves confronted with industrial-scale genocide. And I will lead you
safely out of the chasm as we witness the aftermath—the miracles of liberation and the re-
unification of the victims and their saviors, first, second and third generations, in my own
classroom and all over the world seven decades later.In many respects, this story should still be
buried, because there is no logical way to explain my role in the climactic aftermath. I was born
sixteen years after the killing stopped, a continent away from the horrors and comfortably
unaware of the events of the Holocaust and World War II for much of my life. I was raised in the
sanctuary of a nurturing community and an intact family. I am not Jewish and had never even
been inside a synagogue until my forties. I’m not observantly religious, but I am convinced that I
was chosen to affirm and attest to what I have experienced. In this book I rewind the tape to
reconstruct how indeed it all came to be—the horrors of the experiences of the Holocaust
survivors, the ordeals and sacrifices of the American soldiers, and the miracles of liberation and



reunification.As the curtain descends on a career spanning four decades, consider this also one
teacher’s testament—a memoir of sorts, but more a story of being caught up as an integral part
of something much bigger than myself, driven by some invisible force which has conquered the
barriers of time and space. I too became a witness, and this is what I saw.Matthew
RozellHudson Falls, New YorkSeptember 2016Credit: Susan Winchell.Credit: Susan
Winchell.BOOK ONETHE HOLOCAUSTOur group marched in the middle of the road, with a few
stone houses to our left, curious eyes staring at us from the windows. I felt deep humiliation, but
the people who should have felt the shame were those staring at us from the houses. We were
innocent, defenseless people; they were partners in the annihilation of millions of innocent
souls.–Irene Bleier, age 17BOOK ONETHE HOLOCAUSTOur group marched in the middle of
the road, with a few stone houses to our left, curious eyes staring at us from the windows. I felt
deep humiliation, but the people who should have felt the shame were those staring at us from
the houses. We were innocent, defenseless people; they were partners in the annihilation of
millions of innocent souls.–Irene Bleier, age 17Farsleben train, moment of liberation, Friday, April
13, 1945. Two American tank commanders and their major liberate the train, deep in the heart of
Nazi Germany. Stunned survivors come to the realization that they are saved. Major Benjamin
snaps the photo.Credit: Major Clarence L. Benjamin, 743rd Tank Battalion.Farsleben train,
moment of liberation, Friday, April 13, 1945. Two American tank commanders and their major
liberate the train, deep in the heart of Nazi Germany. Stunned survivors come to the realization
that they are saved. Major Benjamin snaps the photo.Credit: Major Clarence L. Benjamin, 743rd
Tank Battalion.CHAPTER ONEHell on EarthBergen-Belsen Memorial, 2013Out of the corner of
my eye, I catch the silent movement of an animal drifting cautiously out of the German
woodland, moving slowly out to graze on the grass in the field. The deer looks up, and for a
moment her gaze meets mine. The animal is sleek and beautiful, and in this moment we are both
transfixed, in the place of horror. Growing up in the foothills of the Adirondack Mountains of
upstate New York, I’ve seen plenty of deer before, but here there is an almost telepathic current
between us.She:What are you doing here?You can’t be here.Me:What are YOU doing here?You
can’t be HERE.But there she stands, and here we are. She is peace, and she is life.I blink my
eyes, and like the ghosts of the past, she has vanished. But she is not gone.*To the casual
observer, there is nothing out of the ordinary here. Nature is reclaiming her domain—white birch
and fir trees, green ferns and meadows, mowed fields with traces of walkways—but I look
closely. Scattered bricks and bits of ceramic shards, cracked cement and twisted rusted metal
fragments, broken window glass shimmering up from the dirt. I’ve been in the woods exploring
abandoned farmsteads lots of times, and as an avocational archeologist I have done my fair
share of uncovering historical ruins before, but here there is a difference. Lingering just below
the surface of the present are the remnants of the evil of the past. And there are no casual
observers at a place called Bergen-Belsen.A concrete gutter channel runs into the woods. A
looming obelisk beckons in the foreground, drawing me past overgrown mounds embedded with
their baleful inscriptions:Hier Ruhen 800 Tote April 1945HIER RUHEN 1000 Tote April



1945HIER RUHEN 2500 Tote April 1945Here rest eight hundred dead. A thousand dead.
Twenty-five hundred, dead. April, 1945.*If you have a hard time placing the horrors of Bergen-
Belsen in your mind, bring back the image of the British soldier with the white bandana over his
mouth and nose maneuvering a small bulldozer to tumble hundreds of naked corpses like
ragdolls into an open pit. Picture again the film footage of captured SS guards, heaving
emaciated bodies over their shoulders like potato sacks, stepping haphazardly into the mass
grave, or the SS women guards dragging the deceased by the feet, the dead animated only by
the macabre bobbing of heads on the earth. This is Bergen-Belsen, where the most unsettling
and sinister becomes matter-of-fact, the archetype of the evil that Allied soldiers were just
beginning to encounter that spring of 1945. The mighty Third Reich, conceived with haughty
promises to rule the world for a thousand years, convulsed inwardly as hammering blows
thundered from all sides, even while thousands of the persecuted were still arriving at their final
destination in the railyard just beyond the camp, as the birds sang and the cannons roared.*In
early April, the British Army was pushing relentlessly into northwest Germany in the Allied drive
for Berlin. On Thursday, April 12, German officers appeared under a white flag at the British lines
to make an unusual request. They proposed a local truce around the camp called Bergen-
Belsen, fearful that a raging typhus epidemic might sweep the countryside if the camp was
overrun in a warzone and the inmates not contained.After some negotiations, advance elements
of the British Army were finally able to enter the camp three days later on Sunday, April 15, 1945.
Here they met the camp commandant Josef Kramer and his contingent of SS and Hungarian
guards. Kramer told the British that it would be unwise for them to disarm his men—for not only
would they likely be torn limb from limb by vengeful prisoners, but the threat of not being able to
contain the epidemic was apparent.Utter chaos and scenes of horror greeted the British and
Canadian soldiers who walked into the hell that was Bergen-Belsen. Soldiers were now face-to-
face with 60,000 prisoners who were in various states of starvation and illness—many of whom,
surrounded by thousands of corpses, were in the final throes of death themselves[1]. Eight
hundred died on the day of liberation, and 14,000 more would die in the weeks to follow, the
camp deliberately burned to the ground by the British to combat the spread of disease.Today,
we assume that we know all about the World War II concentration camp system devised by the
Nazis in their quest to eliminate their enemies and kill the Jews. In reality, they had existed long
before the war broke out, the first ones opening in Germany (namely Dachau and others) at the
beginning of the Nazi regime in 1933. The SS, Hitler’s early ‘protection squadron’ selected for
unquestioning obedience, fanatical loyalty, and commitment to racial purity, evolved into a
complex organization with many branches and was specifically charged with the administration
of the camps. Political dissidents, ‘criminals,’ and ‘asocials’ were among the first to be
incarcerated, but as time went on, the number of camps grew, and their purposes were sinisterly
modified. By 1943 the plan to eliminate the Jews was operating at full swing—in tandem with an
unprecedented scale of slave labor as prisoners were worked to death as a matter of state policy
—although, in point of fact, the total annihilation of the Jews would take precedence, to the



irrational extent of committing economic resources to the task as the war was being lost.Heinrich
Himmler, Reichsführer of the SS, was the man most responsible for carrying out the policy of the
elimination of the Jews. On Hitler’s behalf he commanded the orchestration of the ‘Final
Solution’ from Berlin, overseeing the deployment of mass murder shooting squads on the
eastern frontier, the construction of the concentration camps, and the ‘resettlement’ of the
deported. As time went on and the war progressed, the new masters of Europe imposed their
will and retooled the system to suit their twisted agenda. According to the British commentators
after the Belsen Trials, concentration camp objectives fell into several categories: Extermination,
Slave Labor, Sick, Experimental, and Training.[1][2] In the East, the names of Auschwitz-
Birkenau, Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka would become synonymous with mass murder on an
industrial scale. Ravensbrück was a women’s camp providing slave labor to the nearby Siemens
Company plants, and it was also a training center for female SS guards. The vast Auschwitz
complex included three main camps and facilities for mass murder, a major slave labor complex,
and horrible pseudo-scientific experiments on human guinea pigs.Belsen, on the other hand,
was somewhat different both in its origins and its evolution in the framework of abomination. In
its span as a prisoner-of-war and later a concentration camp, up to 120,000 men, women, and
children had been imprisoned here; most of them today remain anonymous, as the SS
destroyed the records as the Allies closed in. Following the German invasion of the Soviet
Union, captured Russian soldiers began arriving here, (then known as Stalag XI C); in the winter
of 1941–1942, 14,000 Soviet prisoners of war, allowed nothing more than holes dug into the
frozen ground for shelter, died of starvation and exposure to the elements.As fortunes in the
East began to turn with the reversals of the German offensives at Stalingrad and elsewhere,
Himmler was not above considering alternative methods of survival for the Nazi regime, to buy
time, as it were, until Germany could get on its feet again and continue full throttle with its policy
of eliminating the Jews. Perhaps on a purely economic level, the exchange of some Jews
deemed valuable could give the Reich ‘breathing space’ for this purpose.[3] In April 1943, an
exchange camp under SS administration was opened at Bergen-Belsen, holding Jews from
occupied Europe who held certificates or papers that may have made them useful for
exchanging for Germans interned abroad, or for hard currency, or for reserve bargaining
purposes. While these prisoners, many of them families (or more accurately, fragments of
families), were not compelled to undertake forced labor or wear prison uniforms, miserable
conditions and rations deteriorated rapidly with the transfer of brutal SS administrative staff from
Auschwitz to Belsen in the beginning of 1945. In addition to the exchange camp, in March of
1944 Belsen had also been designated as a sick or ‘recovery’ hospital camp for inmates from
other slave labor facilities who were not deemed quite ready to be worked to death as labor
pools throughout the Reich shrank. It was a fact that most of these prisoners would never
recover.In late November, a new commandant was assigned to the camp. Ever since his arrival
from Auschwitz on December 1, 1944, Josef Kramer affected a depraved indifference,
encouraging his kapos to mete out vicious beatings and carry out endless roll calls, forcing weak



prisoners to stand for hours at a time in the most extreme weather conditions.[2]Kramer brought
with him to Bergen-Belsen many of the leadership characteristics that marked his development
as a career SS man in the concentration camp system. Dubbed ‘The Beast of Belsen’ and
portrayed as a hulking gorilla-like animal at his trial by the British press, the reality was probably
much more unimaginative, even banal. He joined the SS in 1932 not because of any diehard
fanatical Nazi conviction, but because he needed a job. He rose through the ranks by carrying
out orders without the slightest moral or ethical qualm. At the Auschwitz killing center, he had no
problem carrying out his orders. At his trial, he admitted forcing some of the victims into the gas
chambers himself. At the time, it was stated of him,‘His type was that of the perfectly obedient
underling with no scruples of any kind. If 500 men were ordered for execution at 0900 hours,
they would be there to the minute and to the man, not a man too few nor a minute late. But this
efficiency and the acts to which it led him sprang from his desire to keep a safe, comfortable job,
rather than from any deep-rooted Nazi conviction. In the dock, at least, his appearance was not
that of a brute though his features were coarse and his figure short and broad; and he seemed to
derive considerable amusement both from the gorilla caricatures and from some of the more
imaginative stories about him which appeared in the newspapers at the time of the trial. It was
incongruous to observe such evidences of human emotion in a man guilty of crimes as inhuman
as his.’[4]At Belsen, he was generally given free rein from Berlin. Survivors consistently
remember the roll call counts, or ‘appell.’ Reveille was generally very early in the morning, and
no one was exempt—even the very ill were dragged out and forced to stand, sometimes for
hours, in the cold and dark. If one moved, or collapsed, one suffered the
consequences.Hadassah Bimko Rosensaft, a Jewish dental surgeon from Poland, had
observed Kramer’s SS underlings at work in Auschwitz before being selected to work in the
hospital at Bergen-Belsen. At the Belsen Trial conducted by British authorities in the fall of 1945,
which ran for 54 days, ‘Ada’ was one of the principal witnesses, and confronted her tormentors
with her testimony.[3]Ada BimkoThe treatment was so that it is hard to describe, blows were
raining down and then at roll call we had to stand about for hours and hours in snow, in rain, in
heat, or in cold. On its own, the standing about exhausted us entirely. If anybody moved during
roll call, then the whole block to which we belonged had to stand for hours and sometimes kneel
down, even with their arms raised high. If somebody came too late to roll call, the whole camp
had to stand on parade for many hours and he, the culprit, was beaten so badly that he
sometimes died from it. In the hospital I saw a number of people with wounds on their hands and
legs, but particularly frequently on their heads, coming from blows. I left Auschwitz and arrived in
Belsen on November 23, 1944, and Kramer arrived in the first days of December 1944.Eleven-
year-old Sara Gottdiener, from Hungary, could not forget.Sara Gottdiener AtzmonAt the end of
November it was very cold in Europe. Finally I was given some rags and one black ladies’ shoe
with a high heel and one red girls’ shoe. Imagine the agony of a young girl having to walk
unevenly like that for half a year.In those shoes I marched into Bergen-Belsen concentration
camp on December 2, 1944. In those shoes my legs froze while I was enduring roll calls, which



lasted between two to five hours.Some of the SS staff that accompanied Kramer from Auschwitz
also stood trial with him.[4] One of those who testified was Dr. Hadassah ‘Ada’ Bimko, a Jewish
prisoner who was spared the gas chamber at Auschwitz to working in the hospital there and at
Bergen-Belsen. A skilled dental surgeon, she saved thousands of children and other prisoners,
although her own parents, husband and young son were murdered almost immediately upon
arrival at Auschwitz.The prosecutors continued.Ada BimkoInterviewer: What were the conditions
at Belsen when you first arrived?—The conditions were bad, but the internees there were not
beaten and there were no roll calls. In the morning there was either coffee or soup, for midday
meal about half a pint of soup, and in the evening one-sixth of a loaf of bread, three times a
week. The other three times, instead of bread, soup again. This ration does not kill instantly, but
if you lived on these rations for a long period under those conditions, you must inevitably die. At
the end of January and in February other SS men and women arrived from Auschwitz.Was there
any change after Kramer and the others arrived?—Yes. We had suddenly the feeling that Belsen
was going to become a second Auschwitz. For instance, they started with roll calls, appell, and
those SS men who previously did not hit the prisoners started now to do so. I remember when
Russian prisoners were working in the women's camp erecting a hut. Four of them were so weak
that when they carried a wall, the side of this hut, they had to bend down very low to be able to
do so. Kramer came and started shouting at them, ‘Quicker, quicker,’ but these people were
unable to work quicker. Then he went to the Russians and kicked them. I worked in the hospital
at Belsen and many prisoners were admitted suffering from beating. Some of them could be
attended to at once and their wounds bandaged, but some of them were in such a state that
they had to remain in the hospital.What was the medical supply situation?—We received very
small quantities. We had 2,200 patients in the hospital, and apart from that, 15,000 sick women
in camp. For a whole week we received only 300 aspirin tablets.One of the accused you
recognized this morning was the man at the far end of the front row of the dock [Karl Franzioh].
What can you tell us about that man?—He was in charge of the kitchen in the women's camp.
Near the kitchen there was a room where potatoes were peeled, and there a young woman
internee was bending down to take a few peelings of these potatoes which were lying about
when suddenly this man jumped out of the kitchen with his gun in his hand and shot her twice. I
was only a few yards away from the spot, and approached the wounded woman, and very soon,
I had to state that she was dead. [5]Another prisoner, twenty-nine-year-old Sophia Litwinska of
Poland, testified.Sophia LitwinskaI left Auschwitz in the autumn of 1944, and, after being at other
camps, reached Belsen approximately three months before the liberation by British troops.
[They] put me to work in Kitchen No. 2 in the men's camp for a few days, after which I was
transferred to Kitchen No. 1 where there were two SS men, one Aufseherin, a supervisor, and a
Jewish kapo with the Christian name Hilde.[5][On one occasion shortly before liberation] the
man in charge of the kitchen told us he was going to lock up for an hour or two. All the SS men
had a meeting, and we waited in front of the kitchen. Near the kitchen there were remains of
vegetables, and one or another of the prisoners tried to get a potato or two. At that moment the



SS men returned and started shooting, and many of the prisoners were killed.Ilse Forster was in
charge of Kitchen No. 1. A girl took a potato and she saw it and took her into the kitchen. There
she started beating her so severely that the poor girl could not help herself and defecated. I
could not look longer and ran out of the kitchen. She dragged the girl out of the kitchen and
continued to beat her until her very death. She beat her until she was dead, and when she died,
she still kicked her with her feet. Then, she returned to the kitchen and laughed hysterically. We
went out later and saw the girl, and two men came and dragged her away, whether to the
crematorium or to be buried elsewhere, I do not know. I saw shooting at Belsen every day.Dr.
Fritz Leo was a German doctor who had been imprisoned since 1935. He arrived at Bergen-
Belsen on February 7, 1945, and described what he saw.Fritz LeoWe had a number of patients
with bullet wounds, every week three or four at least. Only the smaller wounds could be treated.
There were people who tried out of despair to go through the barbed wire and were shot at, and
also those who approached the kitchens and tried to get a potato or a turnip. I have seen a great
number of people who were shot dead or wounded by the guards.With the coming of February
1945, events careened out of control. As the Third Reich reeled from the pressure of the
advancing Allies in the East and West, tens of thousands of camp prisoners were on the move,
with many of them destined for Bergen-Belsen. Bergen-Belsen was, as one author has put it,
‘the terminus, the last station of the Holocaust.’[6] Prisoner access to water became extremely
limited. Typhus, typhoid fever, and tuberculosis were now rampant, and the crematorium broke
down.The doctor continued his testimony.Fritz LeoInterviewer: What was the position with
regard to typhus?—Typhus was rampant in Men's Compound No. 1 early in January and in No. 2
early in February. It was spreading very strongly through lice, and against lice we had absolutely
nothing, neither water, clean clothes, bathing facilities, or delousing powder, so from the end of
February, typhus was spreading like fire through the whole camp and consequently nearly
everybody in our camp got it.Throughout history, typhus has stalked humanity in the wake of
wars, famine, and natural disasters. The bacterium is transmitted from one infected human to
another by the louse; one scratches the bitten area and rubs the bacterium into the open wound.
Symptoms include severe headache and muscle aches, sustained high fever and chills, rashes
and coughs, stupor, sensitivity to light, delirium, and in many cases, death.Interviewer: What
was the position with regard to water supplies in the camp?—We could get water from some
tanks sometimes for two or three hours a day, but then, for whole days, no water at all was
available. In No. 2 compound, there were no facilities at all for bathing. Some of the doctors and
nurses had the possibility of having a bath. Our compound got no fresh clothing or underclothing
at all, although supplies were available in the stores.What was the position with regard to latrines
in the camp?—The situation was a real catastrophe. We had a few latrines which were soon
blocked, and, in spite of all our efforts, we could not get them cleared. The people were too weak
to build new ones. These weak and dying people simply defecated wherever they stood or
wherever they lay about. They were too weak to move and so the whole camp became very
soon almost a latrine itself.What happened to people who died in the camp?—The first week,



they lay about for days and slowly were dragged away and put in the crematorium where they
were burned, but soon the crematorium was not big enough to cope with them, and then, they
started to put up bonfires. They put the corpses into high piles to burn them wherever they were.
Later, wood became so scarce that those high piles could not be dealt with in that way, as we
heard that the Administration of Forestry prohibited the use of wood for that purpose, and
consequently the bodies simply lay where they were. As every day the number of people who
died was over a thousand, the result was that every day several thousand bodies were lying
about in the camp in a terrific state, green and swollen through the heat, some of them stinking.
Later, they were put in a stone block, and only before the liberation by the British troops did the
SS start digging big graves for these people.What was the food in the camp like?—About half a
liter of turnip soup per man per day in the beginning; about 300 grams of bread were issued;
later, however, less, and in the last few weeks no bread at all.Under no circumstances were
those rations sufficient to preserve life. Even those who came in in a fit and healthy state lost
their strength after a few weeks, and those who came in a weakened state died in a few days or
weeks.Jean Weinstock had arrived in Bergen-Belsen with a Polish group in the summer of 1943,
the first group of ‘exchange’ Jews.Jean Weinstock LazingerWe went to Bergen-Belsen in July
1943. And we were the first civilians in that camp. We used to get a slice of bread and coffee in
the morning. And we used to get this turnip soup. Sometimes we used to get spinach soup with
white worms on top. And there were a couple doctors there, they said, ‘You better eat it, because
it’s protein.’ But I was unable to do that.They separated the men from the women, but we were
able to see each other through the day. After 5:00 the men had to be in their barracks and the
women had to be in the women’s barracks. We had bunk beds… but, as they were bringing
other people from different [places], our camp got smaller and smaller. We were divided by the
wires and we were able to speak to the people on the other side, and I remember exactly when
the train came from Holland. There was hunger, there was cold, then they brought the Hungarian
Jewish people… it was right in the next barrack from us, we had a hard time because they spoke
a different language than us, but some people spoke German, so we were able to communicate
a little bit.Istvan Berenyi, who later anglicized his name to Stephen Barry, arrived at Belsen
single and without family in early December 1944 from Hungary, destined for the Hungarian
camp recently vacated by a transport of exchange Jews going to Switzerland.[7] In a 2009
interview, he related the horror of Belsen, especially the infamous nearby Block 10.Steve BarryI
have exact dates [of my arrival at the camp] and I will tell you why. I spent my twentieth birthday
on a train going to Bergen-Belsen, and it was December 7, 1944. So I know exactly the dates.
[My friends and I] were totally, totally green. We really did not understand what was happening to
the Jews, what was happening in Poland. It was ‘an enigma wrapped in a mystery,’ if I may use
Mr. Churchill, because we knew that things were bad, but we did not realize that we were going
to be systematically murdered!We never came in contact with any of the SS. We came in contact
with what was called the kapos. They were the camp police. The camp police consisted of
prisoners who kind of ruled over the other inmates. And to show how totally silly we were, we



asked them if there was a commissary in the camp and could we use money to buy something
there! [Laughs] This is how totally removed from reality we were.Of course, then we walked from
the train station to our camp, and walking through the camp, believe me, it was an eyeful. To
begin with, some people could not walk, and they were shot on the way, walking to the camp. We
saw the barbed wire; we saw the emaciated people. So all of a sudden reality sank in, and we
knew, or we started to understand, what we were faced with.Then we went to a shower. They
took everything—you had to drop everything you carried, and you got undressed, and then took
a shower, not realizing at that point that this could have been the end of us, not knowing anything
about the showers in Auschwitz and so on. So when we showered and put our clothes back on,
we lost all our baggage. Whatever little we carried with us, it was gone. So the only thing we
owned was the clothes that were on our bodies.Interviewer: When you think back to the months
that you spent at Bergen-Belsen, what would you say is the clearest memory of your time?
[Pauses] I saw human flesh being eaten in the camp next to us. And I had no idea who they
were. They took the cadavers and obviously they must have had some medical people there,
because they knew exactly how to get to the liver with a simple incision; the liver is a very edible
part of a human being. [Hesitates; sighs] I hate to say this, but it is the truth. I would think that
that was probably as far as one can sink. I saw people being beaten; I saw people dying from
hunger, which is an extremely painful death. I guess it is just not known—and hopefully never will
be—that you do not just keel over from hunger. It is a very painful way of dying. And I witnessed
some of that, and of course every morning I saw the dead bodies stacked up like wood and
taken to a crematorium. They had to get rid of the bodies somehow, so that the disease did not
keep spreading. [Swallows] And unfortunately later on the crematorium was no longer operating,
and they were just digging huge holes and they were putting the bodies in there.Eighteen
thousand people perished in March 1945 alone. Harold Osmond Le Druillenec was a British
national living in the occupied Channel Island of Jersey when on June 5, 1944—the day before
D-Day—he was arrested for helping a Russian prisoner to escape some time before, and also
for possessing an illegal wireless radio set. After spending time in various concentration camps,
he arrived at Bergen-Belsen on April 5, only ten days before the liberation of the camp. In his
graphic testimony on the fourth day of the Belsen Trial the following September, he described
the frantic conditions as the Germans began to deal with the mounting corpses.Harold Osmond
Le DruillenecInterviewer: Were you allowed out of the hut at all during the [first] night?—No. It
was humanly impossible to get out since the whole floor was just one mass of humanity—it
would have meant walking across people in order to get out—in any case, the door was shut.
People were lying against it, and I think that it was locked as well.What was the atmosphere
inside that hut like?—Well, it is rather difficult to put into words. I do not think it is humanly
possible to describe that—it was vile. I think I have told you sufficient to make you realize that the
smell was abominable; in fact, it was the worst feature of Belsen Camp. A night in those huts was
something maybe a man like Dante might describe, but I simply cannot put into words.Will you
now tell the Court about the first day you began work?—In the beginning the work was rather



interesting because we were herded as a block, some six or seven hundred maybe, into the
mortuary yard by means of blows, the language we understood pretty well by then; we were
made to understand that we had to drag these dead bodies a certain route to what we were to
find to be large burial pits. The procedure was to take some strands of blanket from a heap
where the effects and clothing of the dead had been put, tie these strips of blanket or clothing to
the ankles and wrists of the corpses, and then proceed to walk to the pits. We started work at
sunrise and were up quite a long time before that. We got no food before we started and worked
till about 8 o’clock in the evening. In those five days or so I spent on this burial work neither a
spot of food nor a drop of water passed my lips.Will you describe one of these days?—After the
usual terrible night, we started the appell first. After about two hours of that, we would be herded
in the usual manner to this yard. We tied the strips of blankets to the wrists and ankles of the
dead bodies, which we picked out most carefully. Firstly, we found the shortest corpse possible;
they were all emaciated and thinner than anything I had imagined before, so by getting the
shortest we were bound to get the lightest. Secondly, we chose one that was not too black. Our
first task in the morning was to bury the fresh dead that had been brought from the various huts
in my portion of the camp to the mortuary yard, not those which were in the hut. Despite the fact
that there must have been over 2,000 all told occupied in this work, it used to take us nearly the
whole morning to empty that yard prior to going into the rooms to start burying the old dead. We
then left the northernmost gate of the yard with the body dragging behind, usually allowing
maybe two meters between the foremost people dragging and the body in front. If you allowed
more than that, a hit on the head made you hurry up to reduce the distance. We made our way
along the central road towards the burial pits. Along this road, stationed at intervals, were
orderlies to see that the flow of dead to the pits carried on smoothly; they were particularly
numerous near the kitchen and the reservoir water.One of the most cruel things in this particular
work was the fact that we passed this water regularly on every trip, and although we were dying
of thirst, we were not allowed to touch it or get anywhere near, nor were we allowed to get to the
heap of swede [rutabaga] peelings near the kitchen. A few of those would have made us a very
fine meal indeed in the state we were in.Nearing the pits, I found out that the pits themselves
were being dug by so-called ‘free’ foreign workers. I cannot very well explain my feelings when I
first saw one of those pits which already contained many dead and had to throw my particular
corpse on top of those others already there.During the dragging process, I noticed on many
occasions a very strange wound at the back of the thigh of many of these dead. First I dismissed
it as a gunshot wound at close quarters, but after seeing a few more I asked a friend and he told
me that many prisoners were cutting chunks out of these bodies to eat. On my very next visit to
the mortuary I actually saw a prisoner whip out a knife, cut a portion out of the leg of a dead
body, and put it quickly into his mouth, naturally frightened of being seen in the act of doing so. I
leave it to your imagination to realize to what state the prisoners were reduced for men to chance
eating these bits of flesh taken out of black corpses.What was the attitude of the SS and of the
orderlies you have mentioned while all this was going on?—To get on with the job as quickly as



possible. My own idea is that it was to make a good impression on the advancing British Army.
We knew it was coming. We could hear the guns and I think the whole idea was to clear the
camp of as many dead as possible before they arrived. I would like you to picture what this
endless chain of dead going to the pits must have looked like for about five days from sunrise to
sunset. How many were buried I have no idea. It must have been vast numbers—certainly five
figures.What happened to a prisoner who fell out on this parade?—You didn't dare to fall out, but
many collapsed on the way—just lay dead by the roadside, or died. They in turn were lifted by a
team of four and taken to the pits. People died like flies on the way to these pits. They did not
have the necessary energy to drag even those very light bodies. A man who faltered was usually
hit on the head, but many people were cunning, and if no orderlies were around, they used to
leave their corpses stranded by the roadside and go back to the mortuary for another, because
they would pass the kitchen or reservoir, and they still had hopes that they would reach some
food or water.Were you struck at all yourself during this period?—Oh, many times. You were
bound to get hit in the normal course of the day. You were bound to get hit on the head in the
morning getting out of the hut, whether you were out first or last. You were bound to be hit in
getting to the mortuary and all along the way to the pits. They were just odd blows here and
there, given, I suppose, for the fun of the thing. One ceases to question in a concentration camp
why things happen. One is taught from the very beginning just to accept things as they are.[6]On
April 22, 1945, a Canadian Royal Air Force food and hunger expert and eyewitness noted,
‘There apparently is little concern and no marked line between the living and the dead, for those
who are alive today may be dead tomorrow. In fact, during the critical stage of the food
[shortage] in this camp, some of the inmates have turned to cannibalism and thereby the dead
helped to sustain life for the living until food was made available after liberation.’[8]Irene Bleier
was a seventeen-year-old girl from Hungary who entered the exchange camp in late 1944.Irene
Bleier MuskalI met someone who had been in Bergen-Belsen for some time, and asked him
what sort of work we would be doing here. He looked at me flabbergasted and coldly answered
that no one comes to work at Bergen-Belsen—everybody comes here to die. I never saw this
person again, his blunt answer only intensifying my already overflowing desperation. Unceasing
tears rolled down my face for days.After several more exhausting hours standing outside, we
were at last allowed to move inside the barracks of Block 10. Our building was next to the gate. A
high barbed-wire fence separated us from a group of Jews from Holland in a different block.
Inside the barracks, over 200 people took up their abode on three-tiered bunk beds.The
suffering of body and soul further numbed our brains. We turned into objects to the will of others,
like robots, the living dead. We choked in pain. This condition penetrated my soul for years to
come, impeding my feelings.Kurt Bronner was taken from Budapest, Hungary, and imprisoned
with his father in Bergen-Belsen. There, he lost his parents.Kurt BronnerTwo weeks after we
arrived, my dad started to cough. One morning, I heard men reciting prayers, and someone said
to me, ‘I’m sorry. Your father is dead.’ Eighteen years old, I didn’t know; I never faced death
before. Then in the morning they took the bodies out; I tried to follow my dad’s cart, being taken



to the so-called cemetery—[but I could not find him, there were so many bodies]. And a week
later, I saw my mother through the barbed wire; we started talking, she wanted to know how dad
is, and I lied and I said, ‘He’s fine, he’s sleeping’—I didn’t want to burden her with the bad news.
[Pause] And then a German woman guard started to beat my mother. [Pause] You are on this
side of the fence, and on the other side is your mother, and there is nothing you can do. And that
is the last time that I saw my mother; I don’t know what happened to her; I tried to find out, and
all they could tell me was, fifteen thousand women died without any names.Eleven-year-old Sara
also had vivid memories.Sara Gottdiener AtzmonAt Bergen-Belsen I graduated from the
University of Death. For me it was always cold—there was continuous frost. We were almost
without clothes. I slept on a narrow-tiered bed bunk together with my sister Matti and her 2½
year old son. He was coughing all the time and I thought that he would not make it.Later in life, I
began painting. My second work about the Holocaust was ‘Tiers of Death’ because every
morning there would be some dead bodies on the bunks. Death always came as a surprise to
us; we thought that nice man over there looked strong and that he would make it. But no, some
simply did not have the strength to endure any more hunger and suffering. Now people finally
understood what I was trying to say, through my painting.When the mounds of dead bodies
started to pile up nearby in a frightening manner, we, the children, made bets between us as to
who would die tomorrow and who would die the day after. Every one of them had his signs. I had
become an old woman already, eleven and a half years old. Still, in my childish naiveté, I gave
my sister Shoshana one-half of my daily bread ration, for her 13th birthday.Even if I'll paint all my
life, I will not be able to describe the suffering that was going on in that camp, and especially the
stench. Maybe some people are more expert than me in describing the small details. But I only
tried to touch on the most painful things: fear, hunger, filth, hopelessness, and despair.The
despair was the most dangerous. But we children always tried to repress the despair and joke
about things, even though our bodies were infested with lice and covered with itchy sores,
because for half a year we did not wash. This was something impossible to get used to. Mother
said that she did not want to be put naked on the cart that carries away the dead, because it’s
cold there— she will walk on foot to the crematory.During the breaks between roll calls, if it
wasn’t too cold, I would stand by the fence and look at the naked dead bodies with their gaping
mouths. I used to wonder what it was that they still wanted to shout out loud and couldn’t. I tried
to determine who were men, and who were women. But they were only skin and bones. I tried to
imagine how I could dress these dead bodies in clothes for dinner; their pale skin color did not
always match the clothes.In those days, when everyone fought desperately for one more minute
to live, for one more crumb of food, our mother would stand where they dispensed the soup,
which consisted of potato peel and cattle turnips, and implore people to give only one spoonful
of their ration to us children. This is how she succeeded in saving the lives of some who were
already dying, whose death on the next day would have been certain.Uri Orlev was a young
teenager from Warsaw. His mother had died in the Warsaw Ghetto; with his younger brother and
aunt he was sent to Bergen-Belsen.Uri OrlevI invented a story that this war, this ghetto, the



Germans, the camp, all this never existed. What really happened was that I was the son of the
Emperor of China. My royal father had put me on a bed, and had ordered it to be placed on a
large, high podium. Twenty Chinese mandarins were called to my bedside, instructed to put me
to sleep and make me dream of war, so that when I inherit the throne, I would never make war
again, knowing how bad wars are.*Camp commandant Kramer filed a report to Berlin on March
1, 1945, explaining the dire circumstances as transports from all over the Reich continued to
arrive. He noted supply problems and overcrowding, and that of the 42,000 inmates in his camp,
250–300 died each day from typhus. In it he also noted the exchange camp and the Jews there,
and how it would be of great consequence to be rid of them.Josef KramerBergen-Belsen, 1st
March, 1945.Gruppenführer, it has been my intention for a long time past to seek an interview
with you in order to describe the present conditions here. As service conditions make this
impossible, I should like to submit a written report on the impossible state of affairs and ask for
your support…State of HealthThe incidence of disease is very high here in proportion to the
number of detainees. When you interviewed me on 1st December, 1944, at Oranienburg, you
told me that Bergen-Belsen was to serve as a sick camp for all concentration camps in North
Germany.[7] The number of sick has greatly increased, particularly on account of the transports
of detainees, which have arrived from the East in recent times—these transports have
sometimes spent eight to fourteen days in open trucks. An improvement in their condition, and
particularly a return of these detainees to work, is under present conditions quite out of the
question. The sick here gradually pine away till they die of weakness of the heart and general
debility. As already stated, the average daily mortality is between 250 and 300. One can best
gain an idea of the conditions of incoming transports when I state that on one occasion, out of a
transport of 1,900 detainees over 500 arrived dead. The fight against spotted fever [typhus] is
made extremely difficult by the lack of means of disinfection…On the question of putting the
internees to work, I have contacted the employment authorities. There is a chance of being able
to make use, in the near future, of woman labor. There is no availability here of making use of
male labor. In addition to the concentration camp prisoners, there are here still about 7,500
internees ('Exchange Jews'). SS Hauptsturmführer Modes from RHSA. IV. A. 4b was here last
week and informed me that these Jews would be removed in the near future.[8] It would be
much appreciated if this could be done as soon as possible, for in this way accommodation
could then be found for at least 10,000 concentration camp prisoners. Because of the spotted
fever danger, SS Hauptsturmführer Moes is not willing to take these Jews away at the present
time. These Jews are to go partly to Theresienstadt and partly to a new camp in Württemburg.
The removal of these internees is particularly urgent for the reason that several concentration
camp Jews have discovered among the camp internees their nearest relations—some their
parents, some their brothers and sisters. Also for purely political reasons— I mention in this
connection the high death figure in this camp at present— it is essential that these Jews
disappear from here as soon as possible [author’s emphasis].With that I wish to close my
present report. In this connection, Gruppenführer, I want to assure you once again that on my



part everything will definitely be done to bridge over this difficult situation. I know that you have
even greater difficulties to overcome and appreciate that you must send to this camp all
internees discharged from that area; on the other hand, I implore your help in overcoming this
situation.Heil Hitler, yours truly,J. Kramer., SS HauptsturmführerOn March 19, one of Himmler’s
main deputies, SS ObergruppenFührer Oswald Pohl, visited Bergen-Belsen on an inspection
tour.Josef KramerI went through the camp with him and showed him the worst parts… He saw
the whole camp and told me that what he had seen that day in Belsen he had never seen
anywhere before. I told him that if they sent me nothing but sick people I would not be able to
show him anything better. We returned to the office and had a conversation to try and find
means to improve the situation. My proposals were to cease all new transports and to transfer all
so-called exchange Jews with their families… [He] decided there and then to send a telegram,
and to comply with my request…[9]Fully aware that the noose was closing around his boss
Himmler, Pohl arranged for the evacuation of nearly seven thousand in the exchange camp to
the camp Theresienstadt in Czechoslovakia, perhaps in the hopes that these Jews might prove
useful in negotiations with the Allies even as more transports arrived.[9] [10] Between April 6 and
10, 1945, 6,700 men, women, and children from the exchange camp passed through the camp
gates and marched several kilometers to the railhead that many had arrived at months or years
earlier. But they were not told the objective and had no way of knowing whether they were being
led out to be shot in a ditch or moved on to be gassed elsewhere; Belsen had no gas chambers.
Some would be murdered before reaching the train platform.[11]Aliza Melamed was a teenage
survivor of the Warsaw Ghetto.Aliza Melamed Vitis-ShomronAllied planes fly above us making a
dull sound and there is nothing to stop them. A few days ago, there was an air battle between
English and German planes, right above the camp. I hid with the others under the bunks, not that
I was afraid, but a shrewd thought was on my mind: Now, just before liberation and the end of the
war, I could be killed by an Allied bullet or bomb…I am sure there is no God—only chance rules
my life. There is no one to pray to, no one to beg—maybe my lucky star that has protected me
until now will continue to do so… Will I manage to survive? A sweet feeling of revenge fills me as
I realize that our murderers are also suffering and being killed!My strength has waned; my feet
are swollen from hunger. I have become apathetic to my surroundings.Irene Bleier MuskalIn
accord with my daily routine, I was just loafing about by the barbed wire fence inside the
courtyard of Block 36. My gaze was directed toward two important locations over the fence—the
kitchen and the cattle feed pile.Suddenly, a band of SS officers appeared on the scene. A tall
officer bawled out, ‘Where is the dog?’ Soon, Mr. Fisher [the block leader] presented himself.
This strange occurrence keenly aroused my interest. Does this signal good tidings as to our
destiny? For better or worse, we find out in a few short minutes.Orders from higher Nazi
authorities called for a group of two thousand tormented Jewish souls—Hungarian, Polish,
Dutch, Spanish, and Greek—to leave Bergen-Belsen for good.[10] The instruction singled out
large families, but those who preferred to stay and be liberated in this camp were allowed to do
so, while those singles who wished were allowed to join with this, the first transport to leave. At



this time, I could think of no greater desire than to walk out alive through the big open gates of
the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp on my own two feet. Together with my mom, my sister
Jolan, and my two brothers, I felt this was a great privilege, an immeasurable reward from the
Almighty.In less than ten minutes, two thousand ‘living dead’ stood in lines of five, as was the
order of the SS Nazi leader named Kramer. Adults aged over twenty-one were given four
cigarettes. As we stood in rows, my acquaintance F.F. came to my side to wish me speedy
liberation from Nazi reign. In turn, I wished him the same good tidings.With our meager
belongings on our backs, we thus began marching out of Bergen-Belsen after unbearable
suffering of many months. At our sides were armed Nazi guards, but now I could not care less; I
just disregarded their presence. With an elevated feeling, I walked on the camp's main road,
leading us toward our long-yearned-for freedom.As we approached Block 10, the unfolding
spectacle encompassed me. I saw a colossal hill made of skeleton cadavers while yet living
skeleton-like creatures sat cross-legged on the bare earth or wallowed in their own filth. I dared
ask the Nazi guard who walked by what would happen to the pitiful creatures in Block 10. He
answered that all those creatures would shortly perish.Aliza Melamed Vitis-ShomronOn April 6,
an unexpected order came to prepare for evacuation. We heard the thunder of cannons in the
distance; they said that the city of Hannover was in the hands of the Allied armies. And they are
approaching the little town of Celle.Evacuation? To where? To the gas chambers?There was a
terrible smell in the air. I was hardened, cynical, and no longer capable of feeling anything. After
the terrible murders in Block 10, adjacent to us, nothing could move me. But I remembered I had
to survive to tell the world about my friends who were killed in the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. I
hugged my mother and sister. They mustn’t separate us!Mother consults Uncle Leon Melamed.
Aunt Irena, practical as usual, is already packing the most important things. ‘There is nothing we
can do,’ she says with typical decisiveness. ‘We have no choice. There is no point in staying in a
camp that is no longer getting supplies of food. We’ll starve before they come to liberate us.’ We
agree with her. We get into a long line, men, women, and the children who are with us, hundreds
of Jews from various blocks.The people’s faces mainly express uncertainty and acceptance of
the situation. We again pass by the piles of skeletons, new ones every day. In the huge camp on
the other side of the road, we see shadowy figures moving.Mother and I take the few remaining
clothes, the notes I have written in the camp and on the Aryan side, and a passport photo of
father.[11] We have no personal documents, nothing reminiscent of our previous life. Mother has
only a silver fruit knife that she took with us when we went to the ‘selektzia’ in Warsaw.[12]Irene
Bleier MuskalAt the time, our bodies were completely weakened, and we stood at the edge of
the grave. Finally, we reached the huge open gate, where the armed Nazi guards at each side of
the sentry box no longer frightened me. Proudly, with a sense of relief, I walked through the gate,
leaving the Bergen-Belsen death factory behind me.Agnes Fleischer was a ten-year-old girl from
Hungary.Agnes Fleischer BakerI remember Bergen-Belsen well—the stack of dead, the stack of
skeletons. My father was dead by that time. I had my tenth birthday in Bergen-Belsen, only by
that time we didn't know the dates. The months before we left, I remember being cold.Days



before we were to leave, someone who could differentiate artillery fire from air bombardment
said he heard artillery fire, so somebody is close. Then came that April day, the sixth, and my
mother told us that the kapo said we are moving out in five minutes. We had nothing to do there,
so five minutes was more than enough time for us to [get ready to] go anywhere. I was standing
with my sister and my mother said to me, ‘You know, we should not go. For a piece of bread, I
can arrange to stay here.’ I said, ‘No, we should go.’It was seven kilometers from the camp
Bergen-Belsen to the rail station, and it goes through a forest. We had to walk and we were close
to three thousand people. It was a hilly kind of road and if you were in the middle like my mother,
sister, and I were, you could see the first people in the group, the first walkers. And I kept asking
my mother, ‘Are they shooting yet?’ I thought that that was where they were going to shoot us, in
the woods, you know. I was sure, there were so many trees and going through the forest, that
they're going to get rid of us there. At that point I don't remember being scared; it was just a
matter of fact.Ariela Lowenthal was an only child of six when the war came to Poland. Her
parents had already been murdered by the time she and her aunt and uncle arrived in Bergen-
Belsen; her uncle then died there.Ariela Lowenthal Mayer RojekI was born in 1933 in Poland,
where I spent time in a ghetto and a prison. I then spent two years in Bergen-Belsen.When told
to prepare ourselves for the departure on the train, I was already very weak and sick. Two weeks
prior I had a very high fever. I was in Bergen-Belsen with my aunt, my father’s sister, as by then I
had lost my entire family.The Germans let us know that all those who could not walk would have
to stay behind. My aunt wanted to stay because she knew that I was already very weak;
however, I insisted on going. I said to my aunt, ‘You know that they kill the weak and the sick. We
will go with the healthy people.’ Although I was only 11½ years old, my aunt listened to me. I
probably had a very strong will to live.Before we left, they gave each of us a raw potato, and
somehow we managed to bake them over a wood fire. My aunt then said to me, ‘You know that
now is the Passover holiday’—we barely remembered what day of the week it was, let alone the
date. On Passover, according to the story, our forefather Moses took us out of Egypt. Maybe G-d
is bringing us to freedom, and maybe we will live?You know, the whole camp was divided into
small camps, and every [sub]camp had a wire fence. We had to walk to the train station and
when we went out from our camp, we went on the main road. On both sides of us—[it was like
we were] walking in the middle of a tunnel—on both sides were white mountains of corpses.
They could not get rid of the corpses, so it was terrible, and you had to walk in the middle. I
remember my aunt, to this day, saying, ‘Don’t look! Don’t look!’We walked a few kilometers to the
train, and out of weakness we dropped most of the things that we still had with us.Seventeen-
year-old Laszlo ‘Leslie’ Meisels of Hungary weighed just 75 pounds as he and his family shuffled
along the seven kilometers towards the railhead.Leslie MeiselsWhen I entered Bergen-Belsen, I
was a strong, robust, marching 175-pound 17-year-old. Four months and three days later, I was
a shuffling skeleton, 75 pounds, barely able to move.[When we started out, we were] in the third
row of the column, and we were going so slow that we ended up almost at the very end. Had we
started out at the center or in the second half of the column, we would have been shot like others



who were not able to keep up. Those people told the guards they had to sit down for a moment
to rest, but they didn't have a chance to stand up because a bullet to the head ended it.Fritz
‘Fred’ Spiegel was nearly thirteen and incarcerated with his young sister, with no parents to look
after them in Bergen-Belsen.Fred ‘Fritz’ SpiegelWe were a ragged group with tattered clothes,
damaged even more when we pulled off the Jewish star that we had worn all those years.The
Germans did not want the local population to know who we were. Many people were almost
barefoot as we no longer had decent shoes. We walked unnoticed through the town of Bergen;
the inhabitants in the houses on both sides of the road had their shutters closed. Some people in
our column fell and were left by the wayside. Then, suddenly a small girl fell, and a German
guard hurriedly picked her up and helped her to move on. I noticed the guard was crying. I had
never before noticed any German guard having sympathy for the children in the camp, even
though many children were starving to death or dying of typhus. So why was this German guard
crying? Did he suddenly take pity on this young girl? Or was he upset when he realized it was all
over and Germany was going to lose the war?Aliza Melamed Vitis-ShomronMy legs won’t carry
me. The road seems endless; the body is weak and not used to moving. Every step calls for an
inhuman effort. We crawl along slowly.[A girl] is carrying her 5-year-old brother on her back. Her
face is red with the effort. The child has no strength left, he is apathetic. Their mother walks
beside them and slaps him gently on his face. Her legs are also swollen from hunger. I walk on. I
can’t help them—I have no strength left.Suddenly, a man walks up to me. I recognize him: It is
my neighbor from the next bunk. Without a word, he puts his arms under my armpits and drags
me along. I lean on him with all the weight of my body. I didn’t get to know him although we ‘lived
next door,’ and now he is helping me!Who can understand the depths of good and evil in the
hearts of men? This small deed, the hand held out in support at a critical moment, imbued me
with hope and strength to continue on my own.People begin to drop their belongings. We also
stop every fifteen minutes and sadly throw down a few things. At the end of the march my
backpack only holds a little food and two or three items of underclothes.Fred ‘Fritz’ SpiegelAfter
a long and difficult walk, we finally reached the train station where a train consisting of many
cattle wagons was waiting for us. The floors were covered with straw and it was difficult for most
of us, especially the children, to climb into the wagons. Each wagon was overcrowded, and we
had only a slice of bread each, taken from the camp.Leslie MeiselsWhen we arrived at the rail
yard and were ordered to climb up into the cattle wagon, I had seen an open railcar loaded with
red beets a few train cars away. Even though we knew that the punishment would be terrible,
some people went there and got a few pieces. A piece of red beet, even raw, was enough to
sustain four people—me, my mother, and my two brothers—for a day. I asked my mother to
empty the pillowcase, which was our main carrying case, and give it to me. I shuffled there, put
in a half-dozen or so beets, and carried it back.When I arrived at the track next to our freight car,
an SS guard with his back to me was aiming and shooting to death a 10 or 11-year-old little boy
who had two red beets, one in each hand. He committed such a horrible crime that immediate
execution was the right punishment, according to this hatefully minded SS guard. While he was



shooting that little boy to death, I was able to hand my bundle to someone who gave it to my
mother. When he turned around, he just barked at me to get up. Had he turned around 10 or 15
seconds earlier, I wouldn't be here speaking to you now.Irene Bleier MuskalWe march to the
railway station of Bergen–Celle. We are again herded inside empty cattle trucks filled to their
capacity—we can only sit. There is not enough room to stretch our numbed legs. As is our habit,
no sleep will come to our eyes; hunger and thirst prevents this. As the sun rises after a sleepless
night, I get up to see what is happening outside the cattle trucks.[13] I slowly walk out and
discover a business exchange just opposite our transport. A group of Ukrainians guarded an
open rail car of red beets and exchanged one red beet for each cigarette.I turn to my mother with
a thrilling sense and ask her to give me four cigarettes to exchange for beets. She gave me the
cigarettes, but as I step off the cattle truck, I am terribly disappointed. The Swabian SS guards
are now beating my fellow Jews with their heavy rifles as punishment for the exchange.[14] They
were striking my people on the head, face, and back without any compassion. I felt distressed
and benumbed and was now rooted to the spot. I just leaned against the side of the cattle truck.
Within a few minutes, the exchange area was clear of Jews. Sure enough, the Ukrainian
exchangers are not assaulted, even though they exchanged things that belonged to the Nazi
authorities while we Jews exchanged our own property.The Ukrainians stayed close by with only
the German SS guards now patrolling the grounds. The instinct of hunger does not comprehend
fear and guides my legs toward one of the armed SS guards. Still numb and speechless, I show
him the four cigarettes with an imploring look, indicating my plea to this murderous enemy of
mine. He immediately understood and advised me to make a quick run before his commanding
officer reappeared on the scene. I had hardly finished this exchange when the area once again
filled up with my fellow suffering companions. The exchange goes on until the SS guards again
strike out with their rifles. My mom evenly divides the four beets between the five of us, and we
eat with relish.Aliza Melamed Vitis-ShomronSuddenly, we see railway carriages. Surprisingly,
they are normal ‘Pullmans,’ not freight cars.[15] The exhausted people lie down on the platform.
At the station we are given a little food and water. The journey has begun.Irene Bleier
MuskalSaturday,  April 7,   1945. Our transport is stranded at the Bergen–Celle railway station. Our
irresponsible captors no longer provide us with food. After suffering from constant starvation for
six long months at the death factory of Bergen-Belsen, the German SS leaves us now in total
hunger and total thirst. We are too exhausted, dizzy, and weak to grasp how grave our situation
is.What do the Nazis have in mind?*July 5, 2013/ Bergen-Belsen MemorialI scuffle along the
pathways, lost in thought. On a summer tour of the authentic sites of the Holocaust with fellow
teachers from all over the United States, Bergen-Belsen is the first major camp we visit. How
fitting.I am only here for a day, but it is like I have been here before. Of course, I haven’t; instead,
I have been studying the Holocaust and communicating with the Bergen-Belsen Memorial
administrators for years—there is even an exhibit here in the new interpretive center based in
part on the work I have done as a high school teacher. I have come to know many friends who
were imprisoned here, whose parents still lie here, somewhere. And some of them lived here for



years after their liberation, reconstructing their lives in the displaced persons camp for the
opportunity to begin a new life from the ashes of stolen childhood. And on this very day back
home, a tank commander is being laid to rest in the foothills of the Adirondack Mountains.My
friend. Their angel.The group moves on to the House of Silence. As we will do at every site we
visit, we pause and reflect. Pauline, with tears, leads the small service. Elaine, our tour leader,
asks me to recite the Mourner’s Kaddish as candles are lit.Mourners leave notes here. In this
small room of reflection and remembrance, the Queen of England herself paid her first and only
visit to a concentration camp, seventy years after the liberation. Here she found a handwritten
lament:If I could live my life again, I would find you sooner.Outside, a single stone marks that
Anne Frank and her sister Margot lie here somewhere, their youthful promise snuffed out in
those terrible weeks just before the liberation. But where they rest, no one will ever really be
sure.Today, I feel the presence of the dead as I take this all in, moving slowly through the heath
and barrows of Bergen-Belsen, steps in a long journey back into the past and reuniting
American soldiers with the people whom they saved from the edge of the abyss. This journey will
carry me from my small hometown to the halls of power at the New York State Capitol and the
U.S. Capitol Rotunda in Washington, D.C.; to the cities of the American South and to Canada; to
horrors and wonders in Germany, the Czech Republic, and Poland; and to Jerusalem and the
Holy Land, a passage that in many respects should have never happened to a small-town
American boy and teacher like me.But it did.CHAPTER ONEHell on EarthBergen-Belsen
Memorial, 2013Out of the corner of my eye, I catch the silent movement of an animal drifting
cautiously out of the German woodland, moving slowly out to graze on the grass in the field. The
deer looks up, and for a moment her gaze meets mine. The animal is sleek and beautiful, and in
this moment we are both transfixed, in the place of horror. Growing up in the foothills of the
Adirondack Mountains of upstate New York, I’ve seen plenty of deer before, but here there is an
almost telepathic current between us.She:What are you doing here?You can’t be here.Me:What
are YOU doing here?You can’t be HERE.But there she stands, and here we are. She is peace,
and she is life.I blink my eyes, and like the ghosts of the past, she has vanished. But she is not
gone.*To the casual observer, there is nothing out of the ordinary here. Nature is reclaiming her
domain—white birch and fir trees, green ferns and meadows, mowed fields with traces of
walkways—but I look closely. Scattered bricks and bits of ceramic shards, cracked cement and
twisted rusted metal fragments, broken window glass shimmering up from the dirt. I’ve been in
the woods exploring abandoned farmsteads lots of times, and as an avocational archeologist I
have done my fair share of uncovering historical ruins before, but here there is a difference.
Lingering just below the surface of the present are the remnants of the evil of the past. And there
are no casual observers at a place called Bergen-Belsen.A concrete gutter channel runs into the
woods. A looming obelisk beckons in the foreground, drawing me past overgrown mounds
embedded with their baleful inscriptions:Hier Ruhen 800 Tote April 1945HIER RUHEN 1000
Tote April 1945HIER RUHEN 2500 Tote April 1945Here rest eight hundred dead. A thousand
dead. Twenty-five hundred, dead. April, 1945.*If you have a hard time placing the horrors of



Bergen-Belsen in your mind, bring back the image of the British soldier with the white bandana
over his mouth and nose maneuvering a small bulldozer to tumble hundreds of naked corpses
like ragdolls into an open pit. Picture again the film footage of captured SS guards, heaving
emaciated bodies over their shoulders like potato sacks, stepping haphazardly into the mass
grave, or the SS women guards dragging the deceased by the feet, the dead animated only by
the macabre bobbing of heads on the earth. This is Bergen-Belsen, where the most unsettling
and sinister becomes matter-of-fact, the archetype of the evil that Allied soldiers were just
beginning to encounter that spring of 1945. The mighty Third Reich, conceived with haughty
promises to rule the world for a thousand years, convulsed inwardly as hammering blows
thundered from all sides, even while thousands of the persecuted were still arriving at their final
destination in the railyard just beyond the camp, as the birds sang and the cannons roared.*In
early April, the British Army was pushing relentlessly into northwest Germany in the Allied drive
for Berlin. On Thursday, April 12, German officers appeared under a white flag at the British lines
to make an unusual request. They proposed a local truce around the camp called Bergen-
Belsen, fearful that a raging typhus epidemic might sweep the countryside if the camp was
overrun in a warzone and the inmates not contained.After some negotiations, advance elements
of the British Army were finally able to enter the camp three days later on Sunday, April 15, 1945.
Here they met the camp commandant Josef Kramer and his contingent of SS and Hungarian
guards. Kramer told the British that it would be unwise for them to disarm his men—for not only
would they likely be torn limb from limb by vengeful prisoners, but the threat of not being able to
contain the epidemic was apparent.Utter chaos and scenes of horror greeted the British and
Canadian soldiers who walked into the hell that was Bergen-Belsen. Soldiers were now face-to-
face with 60,000 prisoners who were in various states of starvation and illness—many of whom,
surrounded by thousands of corpses, were in the final throes of death themselves[1]. Eight
hundred died on the day of liberation, and 14,000 more would die in the weeks to follow, the
camp deliberately burned to the ground by the British to combat the spread of disease.Today,
we assume that we know all about the World War II concentration camp system devised by the
Nazis in their quest to eliminate their enemies and kill the Jews. In reality, they had existed long
before the war broke out, the first ones opening in Germany (namely Dachau and others) at the
beginning of the Nazi regime in 1933. The SS, Hitler’s early ‘protection squadron’ selected for
unquestioning obedience, fanatical loyalty, and commitment to racial purity, evolved into a
complex organization with many branches and was specifically charged with the administration
of the camps. Political dissidents, ‘criminals,’ and ‘asocials’ were among the first to be
incarcerated, but as time went on, the number of camps grew, and their purposes were sinisterly
modified. By 1943 the plan to eliminate the Jews was operating at full swing—in tandem with an
unprecedented scale of slave labor as prisoners were worked to death as a matter of state policy
—although, in point of fact, the total annihilation of the Jews would take precedence, to the
irrational extent of committing economic resources to the task as the war was being lost.Heinrich
Himmler, Reichsführer of the SS, was the man most responsible for carrying out the policy of the



elimination of the Jews. On Hitler’s behalf he commanded the orchestration of the ‘Final
Solution’ from Berlin, overseeing the deployment of mass murder shooting squads on the
eastern frontier, the construction of the concentration camps, and the ‘resettlement’ of the
deported. As time went on and the war progressed, the new masters of Europe imposed their
will and retooled the system to suit their twisted agenda. According to the British commentators
after the Belsen Trials, concentration camp objectives fell into several categories: Extermination,
Slave Labor, Sick, Experimental, and Training.[1][2] In the East, the names of Auschwitz-
Birkenau, Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka would become synonymous with mass murder on an
industrial scale. Ravensbrück was a women’s camp providing slave labor to the nearby Siemens
Company plants, and it was also a training center for female SS guards. The vast Auschwitz
complex included three main camps and facilities for mass murder, a major slave labor complex,
and horrible pseudo-scientific experiments on human guinea pigs.Belsen, on the other hand,
was somewhat different both in its origins and its evolution in the framework of abomination. In
its span as a prisoner-of-war and later a concentration camp, up to 120,000 men, women, and
children had been imprisoned here; most of them today remain anonymous, as the SS
destroyed the records as the Allies closed in. Following the German invasion of the Soviet
Union, captured Russian soldiers began arriving here, (then known as Stalag XI C); in the winter
of 1941–1942, 14,000 Soviet prisoners of war, allowed nothing more than holes dug into the
frozen ground for shelter, died of starvation and exposure to the elements.As fortunes in the
East began to turn with the reversals of the German offensives at Stalingrad and elsewhere,
Himmler was not above considering alternative methods of survival for the Nazi regime, to buy
time, as it were, until Germany could get on its feet again and continue full throttle with its policy
of eliminating the Jews. Perhaps on a purely economic level, the exchange of some Jews
deemed valuable could give the Reich ‘breathing space’ for this purpose.[3] In April 1943, an
exchange camp under SS administration was opened at Bergen-Belsen, holding Jews from
occupied Europe who held certificates or papers that may have made them useful for
exchanging for Germans interned abroad, or for hard currency, or for reserve bargaining
purposes. While these prisoners, many of them families (or more accurately, fragments of
families), were not compelled to undertake forced labor or wear prison uniforms, miserable
conditions and rations deteriorated rapidly with the transfer of brutal SS administrative staff from
Auschwitz to Belsen in the beginning of 1945. In addition to the exchange camp, in March of
1944 Belsen had also been designated as a sick or ‘recovery’ hospital camp for inmates from
other slave labor facilities who were not deemed quite ready to be worked to death as labor
pools throughout the Reich shrank. It was a fact that most of these prisoners would never
recover.In late November, a new commandant was assigned to the camp. Ever since his arrival
from Auschwitz on December 1, 1944, Josef Kramer affected a depraved indifference,
encouraging his kapos to mete out vicious beatings and carry out endless roll calls, forcing weak
prisoners to stand for hours at a time in the most extreme weather conditions.[2]Kramer brought
with him to Bergen-Belsen many of the leadership characteristics that marked his development



as a career SS man in the concentration camp system. Dubbed ‘The Beast of Belsen’ and
portrayed as a hulking gorilla-like animal at his trial by the British press, the reality was probably
much more unimaginative, even banal. He joined the SS in 1932 not because of any diehard
fanatical Nazi conviction, but because he needed a job. He rose through the ranks by carrying
out orders without the slightest moral or ethical qualm. At the Auschwitz killing center, he had no
problem carrying out his orders. At his trial, he admitted forcing some of the victims into the gas
chambers himself. At the time, it was stated of him,‘His type was that of the perfectly obedient
underling with no scruples of any kind. If 500 men were ordered for execution at 0900 hours,
they would be there to the minute and to the man, not a man too few nor a minute late. But this
efficiency and the acts to which it led him sprang from his desire to keep a safe, comfortable job,
rather than from any deep-rooted Nazi conviction. In the dock, at least, his appearance was not
that of a brute though his features were coarse and his figure short and broad; and he seemed to
derive considerable amusement both from the gorilla caricatures and from some of the more
imaginative stories about him which appeared in the newspapers at the time of the trial. It was
incongruous to observe such evidences of human emotion in a man guilty of crimes as inhuman
as his.’[4]At Belsen, he was generally given free rein from Berlin. Survivors consistently
remember the roll call counts, or ‘appell.’ Reveille was generally very early in the morning, and
no one was exempt—even the very ill were dragged out and forced to stand, sometimes for
hours, in the cold and dark. If one moved, or collapsed, one suffered the
consequences.Hadassah Bimko Rosensaft, a Jewish dental surgeon from Poland, had
observed Kramer’s SS underlings at work in Auschwitz before being selected to work in the
hospital at Bergen-Belsen. At the Belsen Trial conducted by British authorities in the fall of 1945,
which ran for 54 days, ‘Ada’ was one of the principal witnesses, and confronted her tormentors
with her testimony.[3]Ada BimkoThe treatment was so that it is hard to describe, blows were
raining down and then at roll call we had to stand about for hours and hours in snow, in rain, in
heat, or in cold. On its own, the standing about exhausted us entirely. If anybody moved during
roll call, then the whole block to which we belonged had to stand for hours and sometimes kneel
down, even with their arms raised high. If somebody came too late to roll call, the whole camp
had to stand on parade for many hours and he, the culprit, was beaten so badly that he
sometimes died from it. In the hospital I saw a number of people with wounds on their hands and
legs, but particularly frequently on their heads, coming from blows. I left Auschwitz and arrived in
Belsen on November 23, 1944, and Kramer arrived in the first days of December 1944.Eleven-
year-old Sara Gottdiener, from Hungary, could not forget.Sara Gottdiener AtzmonAt the end of
November it was very cold in Europe. Finally I was given some rags and one black ladies’ shoe
with a high heel and one red girls’ shoe. Imagine the agony of a young girl having to walk
unevenly like that for half a year.In those shoes I marched into Bergen-Belsen concentration
camp on December 2, 1944. In those shoes my legs froze while I was enduring roll calls, which
lasted between two to five hours.Some of the SS staff that accompanied Kramer from Auschwitz
also stood trial with him.[4] One of those who testified was Dr. Hadassah ‘Ada’ Bimko, a Jewish



prisoner who was spared the gas chamber at Auschwitz to working in the hospital there and at
Bergen-Belsen. A skilled dental surgeon, she saved thousands of children and other prisoners,
although her own parents, husband and young son were murdered almost immediately upon
arrival at Auschwitz.The prosecutors continued.Ada BimkoInterviewer: What were the conditions
at Belsen when you first arrived?—The conditions were bad, but the internees there were not
beaten and there were no roll calls. In the morning there was either coffee or soup, for midday
meal about half a pint of soup, and in the evening one-sixth of a loaf of bread, three times a
week. The other three times, instead of bread, soup again. This ration does not kill instantly, but
if you lived on these rations for a long period under those conditions, you must inevitably die. At
the end of January and in February other SS men and women arrived from Auschwitz.Was there
any change after Kramer and the others arrived?—Yes. We had suddenly the feeling that Belsen
was going to become a second Auschwitz. For instance, they started with roll calls, appell, and
those SS men who previously did not hit the prisoners started now to do so. I remember when
Russian prisoners were working in the women's camp erecting a hut. Four of them were so weak
that when they carried a wall, the side of this hut, they had to bend down very low to be able to
do so. Kramer came and started shouting at them, ‘Quicker, quicker,’ but these people were
unable to work quicker. Then he went to the Russians and kicked them. I worked in the hospital
at Belsen and many prisoners were admitted suffering from beating. Some of them could be
attended to at once and their wounds bandaged, but some of them were in such a state that
they had to remain in the hospital.What was the medical supply situation?—We received very
small quantities. We had 2,200 patients in the hospital, and apart from that, 15,000 sick women
in camp. For a whole week we received only 300 aspirin tablets.One of the accused you
recognized this morning was the man at the far end of the front row of the dock [Karl Franzioh].
What can you tell us about that man?—He was in charge of the kitchen in the women's camp.
Near the kitchen there was a room where potatoes were peeled, and there a young woman
internee was bending down to take a few peelings of these potatoes which were lying about
when suddenly this man jumped out of the kitchen with his gun in his hand and shot her twice. I
was only a few yards away from the spot, and approached the wounded woman, and very soon,
I had to state that she was dead. [5]Another prisoner, twenty-nine-year-old Sophia Litwinska of
Poland, testified.Sophia LitwinskaI left Auschwitz in the autumn of 1944, and, after being at other
camps, reached Belsen approximately three months before the liberation by British troops.
[They] put me to work in Kitchen No. 2 in the men's camp for a few days, after which I was
transferred to Kitchen No. 1 where there were two SS men, one Aufseherin, a supervisor, and a
Jewish kapo with the Christian name Hilde.[5][On one occasion shortly before liberation] the
man in charge of the kitchen told us he was going to lock up for an hour or two. All the SS men
had a meeting, and we waited in front of the kitchen. Near the kitchen there were remains of
vegetables, and one or another of the prisoners tried to get a potato or two. At that moment the
SS men returned and started shooting, and many of the prisoners were killed.Ilse Forster was in
charge of Kitchen No. 1. A girl took a potato and she saw it and took her into the kitchen. There



she started beating her so severely that the poor girl could not help herself and defecated. I
could not look longer and ran out of the kitchen. She dragged the girl out of the kitchen and
continued to beat her until her very death. She beat her until she was dead, and when she died,
she still kicked her with her feet. Then, she returned to the kitchen and laughed hysterically. We
went out later and saw the girl, and two men came and dragged her away, whether to the
crematorium or to be buried elsewhere, I do not know. I saw shooting at Belsen every day.Dr.
Fritz Leo was a German doctor who had been imprisoned since 1935. He arrived at Bergen-
Belsen on February 7, 1945, and described what he saw.Fritz LeoWe had a number of patients
with bullet wounds, every week three or four at least. Only the smaller wounds could be treated.
There were people who tried out of despair to go through the barbed wire and were shot at, and
also those who approached the kitchens and tried to get a potato or a turnip. I have seen a great
number of people who were shot dead or wounded by the guards.With the coming of February
1945, events careened out of control. As the Third Reich reeled from the pressure of the
advancing Allies in the East and West, tens of thousands of camp prisoners were on the move,
with many of them destined for Bergen-Belsen. Bergen-Belsen was, as one author has put it,
‘the terminus, the last station of the Holocaust.’[6] Prisoner access to water became extremely
limited. Typhus, typhoid fever, and tuberculosis were now rampant, and the crematorium broke
down.The doctor continued his testimony.Fritz LeoInterviewer: What was the position with
regard to typhus?—Typhus was rampant in Men's Compound No. 1 early in January and in No. 2
early in February. It was spreading very strongly through lice, and against lice we had absolutely
nothing, neither water, clean clothes, bathing facilities, or delousing powder, so from the end of
February, typhus was spreading like fire through the whole camp and consequently nearly
everybody in our camp got it.Throughout history, typhus has stalked humanity in the wake of
wars, famine, and natural disasters. The bacterium is transmitted from one infected human to
another by the louse; one scratches the bitten area and rubs the bacterium into the open wound.
Symptoms include severe headache and muscle aches, sustained high fever and chills, rashes
and coughs, stupor, sensitivity to light, delirium, and in many cases, death.Interviewer: What
was the position with regard to water supplies in the camp?—We could get water from some
tanks sometimes for two or three hours a day, but then, for whole days, no water at all was
available. In No. 2 compound, there were no facilities at all for bathing. Some of the doctors and
nurses had the possibility of having a bath. Our compound got no fresh clothing or underclothing
at all, although supplies were available in the stores.What was the position with regard to latrines
in the camp?—The situation was a real catastrophe. We had a few latrines which were soon
blocked, and, in spite of all our efforts, we could not get them cleared. The people were too weak
to build new ones. These weak and dying people simply defecated wherever they stood or
wherever they lay about. They were too weak to move and so the whole camp became very
soon almost a latrine itself.What happened to people who died in the camp?—The first week,
they lay about for days and slowly were dragged away and put in the crematorium where they
were burned, but soon the crematorium was not big enough to cope with them, and then, they



started to put up bonfires. They put the corpses into high piles to burn them wherever they were.
Later, wood became so scarce that those high piles could not be dealt with in that way, as we
heard that the Administration of Forestry prohibited the use of wood for that purpose, and
consequently the bodies simply lay where they were. As every day the number of people who
died was over a thousand, the result was that every day several thousand bodies were lying
about in the camp in a terrific state, green and swollen through the heat, some of them stinking.
Later, they were put in a stone block, and only before the liberation by the British troops did the
SS start digging big graves for these people.What was the food in the camp like?—About half a
liter of turnip soup per man per day in the beginning; about 300 grams of bread were issued;
later, however, less, and in the last few weeks no bread at all.Under no circumstances were
those rations sufficient to preserve life. Even those who came in in a fit and healthy state lost
their strength after a few weeks, and those who came in a weakened state died in a few days or
weeks.Jean Weinstock had arrived in Bergen-Belsen with a Polish group in the summer of 1943,
the first group of ‘exchange’ Jews.Jean Weinstock LazingerWe went to Bergen-Belsen in July
1943. And we were the first civilians in that camp. We used to get a slice of bread and coffee in
the morning. And we used to get this turnip soup. Sometimes we used to get spinach soup with
white worms on top. And there were a couple doctors there, they said, ‘You better eat it, because
it’s protein.’ But I was unable to do that.They separated the men from the women, but we were
able to see each other through the day. After 5:00 the men had to be in their barracks and the
women had to be in the women’s barracks. We had bunk beds… but, as they were bringing
other people from different [places], our camp got smaller and smaller. We were divided by the
wires and we were able to speak to the people on the other side, and I remember exactly when
the train came from Holland. There was hunger, there was cold, then they brought the Hungarian
Jewish people… it was right in the next barrack from us, we had a hard time because they spoke
a different language than us, but some people spoke German, so we were able to communicate
a little bit.Istvan Berenyi, who later anglicized his name to Stephen Barry, arrived at Belsen
single and without family in early December 1944 from Hungary, destined for the Hungarian
camp recently vacated by a transport of exchange Jews going to Switzerland.[7] In a 2009
interview, he related the horror of Belsen, especially the infamous nearby Block 10.Steve BarryI
have exact dates [of my arrival at the camp] and I will tell you why. I spent my twentieth birthday
on a train going to Bergen-Belsen, and it was December 7, 1944. So I know exactly the dates.
[My friends and I] were totally, totally green. We really did not understand what was happening to
the Jews, what was happening in Poland. It was ‘an enigma wrapped in a mystery,’ if I may use
Mr. Churchill, because we knew that things were bad, but we did not realize that we were going
to be systematically murdered!We never came in contact with any of the SS. We came in contact
with what was called the kapos. They were the camp police. The camp police consisted of
prisoners who kind of ruled over the other inmates. And to show how totally silly we were, we
asked them if there was a commissary in the camp and could we use money to buy something
there! [Laughs] This is how totally removed from reality we were.Of course, then we walked from



the train station to our camp, and walking through the camp, believe me, it was an eyeful. To
begin with, some people could not walk, and they were shot on the way, walking to the camp. We
saw the barbed wire; we saw the emaciated people. So all of a sudden reality sank in, and we
knew, or we started to understand, what we were faced with.Then we went to a shower. They
took everything—you had to drop everything you carried, and you got undressed, and then took
a shower, not realizing at that point that this could have been the end of us, not knowing anything
about the showers in Auschwitz and so on. So when we showered and put our clothes back on,
we lost all our baggage. Whatever little we carried with us, it was gone. So the only thing we
owned was the clothes that were on our bodies.Interviewer: When you think back to the months
that you spent at Bergen-Belsen, what would you say is the clearest memory of your time?
[Pauses] I saw human flesh being eaten in the camp next to us. And I had no idea who they
were. They took the cadavers and obviously they must have had some medical people there,
because they knew exactly how to get to the liver with a simple incision; the liver is a very edible
part of a human being. [Hesitates; sighs] I hate to say this, but it is the truth. I would think that
that was probably as far as one can sink. I saw people being beaten; I saw people dying from
hunger, which is an extremely painful death. I guess it is just not known—and hopefully never will
be—that you do not just keel over from hunger. It is a very painful way of dying. And I witnessed
some of that, and of course every morning I saw the dead bodies stacked up like wood and
taken to a crematorium. They had to get rid of the bodies somehow, so that the disease did not
keep spreading. [Swallows] And unfortunately later on the crematorium was no longer operating,
and they were just digging huge holes and they were putting the bodies in there.Eighteen
thousand people perished in March 1945 alone. Harold Osmond Le Druillenec was a British
national living in the occupied Channel Island of Jersey when on June 5, 1944—the day before
D-Day—he was arrested for helping a Russian prisoner to escape some time before, and also
for possessing an illegal wireless radio set. After spending time in various concentration camps,
he arrived at Bergen-Belsen on April 5, only ten days before the liberation of the camp. In his
graphic testimony on the fourth day of the Belsen Trial the following September, he described
the frantic conditions as the Germans began to deal with the mounting corpses.Harold Osmond
Le DruillenecInterviewer: Were you allowed out of the hut at all during the [first] night?—No. It
was humanly impossible to get out since the whole floor was just one mass of humanity—it
would have meant walking across people in order to get out—in any case, the door was shut.
People were lying against it, and I think that it was locked as well.What was the atmosphere
inside that hut like?—Well, it is rather difficult to put into words. I do not think it is humanly
possible to describe that—it was vile. I think I have told you sufficient to make you realize that the
smell was abominable; in fact, it was the worst feature of Belsen Camp. A night in those huts was
something maybe a man like Dante might describe, but I simply cannot put into words.Will you
now tell the Court about the first day you began work?—In the beginning the work was rather
interesting because we were herded as a block, some six or seven hundred maybe, into the
mortuary yard by means of blows, the language we understood pretty well by then; we were



made to understand that we had to drag these dead bodies a certain route to what we were to
find to be large burial pits. The procedure was to take some strands of blanket from a heap
where the effects and clothing of the dead had been put, tie these strips of blanket or clothing to
the ankles and wrists of the corpses, and then proceed to walk to the pits. We started work at
sunrise and were up quite a long time before that. We got no food before we started and worked
till about 8 o’clock in the evening. In those five days or so I spent on this burial work neither a
spot of food nor a drop of water passed my lips.Will you describe one of these days?—After the
usual terrible night, we started the appell first. After about two hours of that, we would be herded
in the usual manner to this yard. We tied the strips of blankets to the wrists and ankles of the
dead bodies, which we picked out most carefully. Firstly, we found the shortest corpse possible;
they were all emaciated and thinner than anything I had imagined before, so by getting the
shortest we were bound to get the lightest. Secondly, we chose one that was not too black. Our
first task in the morning was to bury the fresh dead that had been brought from the various huts
in my portion of the camp to the mortuary yard, not those which were in the hut. Despite the fact
that there must have been over 2,000 all told occupied in this work, it used to take us nearly the
whole morning to empty that yard prior to going into the rooms to start burying the old dead. We
then left the northernmost gate of the yard with the body dragging behind, usually allowing
maybe two meters between the foremost people dragging and the body in front. If you allowed
more than that, a hit on the head made you hurry up to reduce the distance. We made our way
along the central road towards the burial pits. Along this road, stationed at intervals, were
orderlies to see that the flow of dead to the pits carried on smoothly; they were particularly
numerous near the kitchen and the reservoir water.One of the most cruel things in this particular
work was the fact that we passed this water regularly on every trip, and although we were dying
of thirst, we were not allowed to touch it or get anywhere near, nor were we allowed to get to the
heap of swede [rutabaga] peelings near the kitchen. A few of those would have made us a very
fine meal indeed in the state we were in.Nearing the pits, I found out that the pits themselves
were being dug by so-called ‘free’ foreign workers. I cannot very well explain my feelings when I
first saw one of those pits which already contained many dead and had to throw my particular
corpse on top of those others already there.During the dragging process, I noticed on many
occasions a very strange wound at the back of the thigh of many of these dead. First I dismissed
it as a gunshot wound at close quarters, but after seeing a few more I asked a friend and he told
me that many prisoners were cutting chunks out of these bodies to eat. On my very next visit to
the mortuary I actually saw a prisoner whip out a knife, cut a portion out of the leg of a dead
body, and put it quickly into his mouth, naturally frightened of being seen in the act of doing so. I
leave it to your imagination to realize to what state the prisoners were reduced for men to chance
eating these bits of flesh taken out of black corpses.What was the attitude of the SS and of the
orderlies you have mentioned while all this was going on?—To get on with the job as quickly as
possible. My own idea is that it was to make a good impression on the advancing British Army.
We knew it was coming. We could hear the guns and I think the whole idea was to clear the



camp of as many dead as possible before they arrived. I would like you to picture what this
endless chain of dead going to the pits must have looked like for about five days from sunrise to
sunset. How many were buried I have no idea. It must have been vast numbers—certainly five
figures.What happened to a prisoner who fell out on this parade?—You didn't dare to fall out, but
many collapsed on the way—just lay dead by the roadside, or died. They in turn were lifted by a
team of four and taken to the pits. People died like flies on the way to these pits. They did not
have the necessary energy to drag even those very light bodies. A man who faltered was usually
hit on the head, but many people were cunning, and if no orderlies were around, they used to
leave their corpses stranded by the roadside and go back to the mortuary for another, because
they would pass the kitchen or reservoir, and they still had hopes that they would reach some
food or water.Were you struck at all yourself during this period?—Oh, many times. You were
bound to get hit in the normal course of the day. You were bound to get hit on the head in the
morning getting out of the hut, whether you were out first or last. You were bound to be hit in
getting to the mortuary and all along the way to the pits. They were just odd blows here and
there, given, I suppose, for the fun of the thing. One ceases to question in a concentration camp
why things happen. One is taught from the very beginning just to accept things as they are.[6]On
April 22, 1945, a Canadian Royal Air Force food and hunger expert and eyewitness noted,
‘There apparently is little concern and no marked line between the living and the dead, for those
who are alive today may be dead tomorrow. In fact, during the critical stage of the food
[shortage] in this camp, some of the inmates have turned to cannibalism and thereby the dead
helped to sustain life for the living until food was made available after liberation.’[8]Irene Bleier
was a seventeen-year-old girl from Hungary who entered the exchange camp in late 1944.Irene
Bleier MuskalI met someone who had been in Bergen-Belsen for some time, and asked him
what sort of work we would be doing here. He looked at me flabbergasted and coldly answered
that no one comes to work at Bergen-Belsen—everybody comes here to die. I never saw this
person again, his blunt answer only intensifying my already overflowing desperation. Unceasing
tears rolled down my face for days.After several more exhausting hours standing outside, we
were at last allowed to move inside the barracks of Block 10. Our building was next to the gate. A
high barbed-wire fence separated us from a group of Jews from Holland in a different block.
Inside the barracks, over 200 people took up their abode on three-tiered bunk beds.The
suffering of body and soul further numbed our brains. We turned into objects to the will of others,
like robots, the living dead. We choked in pain. This condition penetrated my soul for years to
come, impeding my feelings.Kurt Bronner was taken from Budapest, Hungary, and imprisoned
with his father in Bergen-Belsen. There, he lost his parents.Kurt BronnerTwo weeks after we
arrived, my dad started to cough. One morning, I heard men reciting prayers, and someone said
to me, ‘I’m sorry. Your father is dead.’ Eighteen years old, I didn’t know; I never faced death
before. Then in the morning they took the bodies out; I tried to follow my dad’s cart, being taken
to the so-called cemetery—[but I could not find him, there were so many bodies]. And a week
later, I saw my mother through the barbed wire; we started talking, she wanted to know how dad



is, and I lied and I said, ‘He’s fine, he’s sleeping’—I didn’t want to burden her with the bad news.
[Pause] And then a German woman guard started to beat my mother. [Pause] You are on this
side of the fence, and on the other side is your mother, and there is nothing you can do. And that
is the last time that I saw my mother; I don’t know what happened to her; I tried to find out, and
all they could tell me was, fifteen thousand women died without any names.Eleven-year-old Sara
also had vivid memories.Sara Gottdiener AtzmonAt Bergen-Belsen I graduated from the
University of Death. For me it was always cold—there was continuous frost. We were almost
without clothes. I slept on a narrow-tiered bed bunk together with my sister Matti and her 2½
year old son. He was coughing all the time and I thought that he would not make it.Later in life, I
began painting. My second work about the Holocaust was ‘Tiers of Death’ because every
morning there would be some dead bodies on the bunks. Death always came as a surprise to
us; we thought that nice man over there looked strong and that he would make it. But no, some
simply did not have the strength to endure any more hunger and suffering. Now people finally
understood what I was trying to say, through my painting.When the mounds of dead bodies
started to pile up nearby in a frightening manner, we, the children, made bets between us as to
who would die tomorrow and who would die the day after. Every one of them had his signs. I had
become an old woman already, eleven and a half years old. Still, in my childish naiveté, I gave
my sister Shoshana one-half of my daily bread ration, for her 13th birthday.Even if I'll paint all my
life, I will not be able to describe the suffering that was going on in that camp, and especially the
stench. Maybe some people are more expert than me in describing the small details. But I only
tried to touch on the most painful things: fear, hunger, filth, hopelessness, and despair.The
despair was the most dangerous. But we children always tried to repress the despair and joke
about things, even though our bodies were infested with lice and covered with itchy sores,
because for half a year we did not wash. This was something impossible to get used to. Mother
said that she did not want to be put naked on the cart that carries away the dead, because it’s
cold there— she will walk on foot to the crematory.During the breaks between roll calls, if it
wasn’t too cold, I would stand by the fence and look at the naked dead bodies with their gaping
mouths. I used to wonder what it was that they still wanted to shout out loud and couldn’t. I tried
to determine who were men, and who were women. But they were only skin and bones. I tried to
imagine how I could dress these dead bodies in clothes for dinner; their pale skin color did not
always match the clothes.In those days, when everyone fought desperately for one more minute
to live, for one more crumb of food, our mother would stand where they dispensed the soup,
which consisted of potato peel and cattle turnips, and implore people to give only one spoonful
of their ration to us children. This is how she succeeded in saving the lives of some who were
already dying, whose death on the next day would have been certain.Uri Orlev was a young
teenager from Warsaw. His mother had died in the Warsaw Ghetto; with his younger brother and
aunt he was sent to Bergen-Belsen.Uri OrlevI invented a story that this war, this ghetto, the
Germans, the camp, all this never existed. What really happened was that I was the son of the
Emperor of China. My royal father had put me on a bed, and had ordered it to be placed on a



large, high podium. Twenty Chinese mandarins were called to my bedside, instructed to put me
to sleep and make me dream of war, so that when I inherit the throne, I would never make war
again, knowing how bad wars are.*Camp commandant Kramer filed a report to Berlin on March
1, 1945, explaining the dire circumstances as transports from all over the Reich continued to
arrive. He noted supply problems and overcrowding, and that of the 42,000 inmates in his camp,
250–300 died each day from typhus. In it he also noted the exchange camp and the Jews there,
and how it would be of great consequence to be rid of them.Josef KramerBergen-Belsen, 1st
March, 1945.Gruppenführer, it has been my intention for a long time past to seek an interview
with you in order to describe the present conditions here. As service conditions make this
impossible, I should like to submit a written report on the impossible state of affairs and ask for
your support…State of HealthThe incidence of disease is very high here in proportion to the
number of detainees. When you interviewed me on 1st December, 1944, at Oranienburg, you
told me that Bergen-Belsen was to serve as a sick camp for all concentration camps in North
Germany.[7] The number of sick has greatly increased, particularly on account of the transports
of detainees, which have arrived from the East in recent times—these transports have
sometimes spent eight to fourteen days in open trucks. An improvement in their condition, and
particularly a return of these detainees to work, is under present conditions quite out of the
question. The sick here gradually pine away till they die of weakness of the heart and general
debility. As already stated, the average daily mortality is between 250 and 300. One can best
gain an idea of the conditions of incoming transports when I state that on one occasion, out of a
transport of 1,900 detainees over 500 arrived dead. The fight against spotted fever [typhus] is
made extremely difficult by the lack of means of disinfection…On the question of putting the
internees to work, I have contacted the employment authorities. There is a chance of being able
to make use, in the near future, of woman labor. There is no availability here of making use of
male labor. In addition to the concentration camp prisoners, there are here still about 7,500
internees ('Exchange Jews'). SS Hauptsturmführer Modes from RHSA. IV. A. 4b was here last
week and informed me that these Jews would be removed in the near future.[8] It would be
much appreciated if this could be done as soon as possible, for in this way accommodation
could then be found for at least 10,000 concentration camp prisoners. Because of the spotted
fever danger, SS Hauptsturmführer Moes is not willing to take these Jews away at the present
time. These Jews are to go partly to Theresienstadt and partly to a new camp in Württemburg.
The removal of these internees is particularly urgent for the reason that several concentration
camp Jews have discovered among the camp internees their nearest relations—some their
parents, some their brothers and sisters. Also for purely political reasons— I mention in this
connection the high death figure in this camp at present— it is essential that these Jews
disappear from here as soon as possible [author’s emphasis].With that I wish to close my
present report. In this connection, Gruppenführer, I want to assure you once again that on my
part everything will definitely be done to bridge over this difficult situation. I know that you have
even greater difficulties to overcome and appreciate that you must send to this camp all



internees discharged from that area; on the other hand, I implore your help in overcoming this
situation.Heil Hitler, yours truly,J. Kramer., SS HauptsturmführerOn March 19, one of Himmler’s
main deputies, SS ObergruppenFührer Oswald Pohl, visited Bergen-Belsen on an inspection
tour.Josef KramerI went through the camp with him and showed him the worst parts… He saw
the whole camp and told me that what he had seen that day in Belsen he had never seen
anywhere before. I told him that if they sent me nothing but sick people I would not be able to
show him anything better. We returned to the office and had a conversation to try and find
means to improve the situation. My proposals were to cease all new transports and to transfer all
so-called exchange Jews with their families… [He] decided there and then to send a telegram,
and to comply with my request…[9]Fully aware that the noose was closing around his boss
Himmler, Pohl arranged for the evacuation of nearly seven thousand in the exchange camp to
the camp Theresienstadt in Czechoslovakia, perhaps in the hopes that these Jews might prove
useful in negotiations with the Allies even as more transports arrived.[9] [10] Between April 6 and
10, 1945, 6,700 men, women, and children from the exchange camp passed through the camp
gates and marched several kilometers to the railhead that many had arrived at months or years
earlier. But they were not told the objective and had no way of knowing whether they were being
led out to be shot in a ditch or moved on to be gassed elsewhere; Belsen had no gas chambers.
Some would be murdered before reaching the train platform.[11]Aliza Melamed was a teenage
survivor of the Warsaw Ghetto.Aliza Melamed Vitis-ShomronAllied planes fly above us making a
dull sound and there is nothing to stop them. A few days ago, there was an air battle between
English and German planes, right above the camp. I hid with the others under the bunks, not that
I was afraid, but a shrewd thought was on my mind: Now, just before liberation and the end of the
war, I could be killed by an Allied bullet or bomb…I am sure there is no God—only chance rules
my life. There is no one to pray to, no one to beg—maybe my lucky star that has protected me
until now will continue to do so… Will I manage to survive? A sweet feeling of revenge fills me as
I realize that our murderers are also suffering and being killed!My strength has waned; my feet
are swollen from hunger. I have become apathetic to my surroundings.Irene Bleier MuskalIn
accord with my daily routine, I was just loafing about by the barbed wire fence inside the
courtyard of Block 36. My gaze was directed toward two important locations over the fence—the
kitchen and the cattle feed pile.Suddenly, a band of SS officers appeared on the scene. A tall
officer bawled out, ‘Where is the dog?’ Soon, Mr. Fisher [the block leader] presented himself.
This strange occurrence keenly aroused my interest. Does this signal good tidings as to our
destiny? For better or worse, we find out in a few short minutes.Orders from higher Nazi
authorities called for a group of two thousand tormented Jewish souls—Hungarian, Polish,
Dutch, Spanish, and Greek—to leave Bergen-Belsen for good.[10] The instruction singled out
large families, but those who preferred to stay and be liberated in this camp were allowed to do
so, while those singles who wished were allowed to join with this, the first transport to leave. At
this time, I could think of no greater desire than to walk out alive through the big open gates of
the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp on my own two feet. Together with my mom, my sister



Jolan, and my two brothers, I felt this was a great privilege, an immeasurable reward from the
Almighty.In less than ten minutes, two thousand ‘living dead’ stood in lines of five, as was the
order of the SS Nazi leader named Kramer. Adults aged over twenty-one were given four
cigarettes. As we stood in rows, my acquaintance F.F. came to my side to wish me speedy
liberation from Nazi reign. In turn, I wished him the same good tidings.With our meager
belongings on our backs, we thus began marching out of Bergen-Belsen after unbearable
suffering of many months. At our sides were armed Nazi guards, but now I could not care less; I
just disregarded their presence. With an elevated feeling, I walked on the camp's main road,
leading us toward our long-yearned-for freedom.As we approached Block 10, the unfolding
spectacle encompassed me. I saw a colossal hill made of skeleton cadavers while yet living
skeleton-like creatures sat cross-legged on the bare earth or wallowed in their own filth. I dared
ask the Nazi guard who walked by what would happen to the pitiful creatures in Block 10. He
answered that all those creatures would shortly perish.Aliza Melamed Vitis-ShomronOn April 6,
an unexpected order came to prepare for evacuation. We heard the thunder of cannons in the
distance; they said that the city of Hannover was in the hands of the Allied armies. And they are
approaching the little town of Celle.Evacuation? To where? To the gas chambers?There was a
terrible smell in the air. I was hardened, cynical, and no longer capable of feeling anything. After
the terrible murders in Block 10, adjacent to us, nothing could move me. But I remembered I had
to survive to tell the world about my friends who were killed in the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. I
hugged my mother and sister. They mustn’t separate us!Mother consults Uncle Leon Melamed.
Aunt Irena, practical as usual, is already packing the most important things. ‘There is nothing we
can do,’ she says with typical decisiveness. ‘We have no choice. There is no point in staying in a
camp that is no longer getting supplies of food. We’ll starve before they come to liberate us.’ We
agree with her. We get into a long line, men, women, and the children who are with us, hundreds
of Jews from various blocks.The people’s faces mainly express uncertainty and acceptance of
the situation. We again pass by the piles of skeletons, new ones every day. In the huge camp on
the other side of the road, we see shadowy figures moving.Mother and I take the few remaining
clothes, the notes I have written in the camp and on the Aryan side, and a passport photo of
father.[11] We have no personal documents, nothing reminiscent of our previous life. Mother has
only a silver fruit knife that she took with us when we went to the ‘selektzia’ in Warsaw.[12]Irene
Bleier MuskalAt the time, our bodies were completely weakened, and we stood at the edge of
the grave. Finally, we reached the huge open gate, where the armed Nazi guards at each side of
the sentry box no longer frightened me. Proudly, with a sense of relief, I walked through the gate,
leaving the Bergen-Belsen death factory behind me.Agnes Fleischer was a ten-year-old girl from
Hungary.Agnes Fleischer BakerI remember Bergen-Belsen well—the stack of dead, the stack of
skeletons. My father was dead by that time. I had my tenth birthday in Bergen-Belsen, only by
that time we didn't know the dates. The months before we left, I remember being cold.Days
before we were to leave, someone who could differentiate artillery fire from air bombardment
said he heard artillery fire, so somebody is close. Then came that April day, the sixth, and my



mother told us that the kapo said we are moving out in five minutes. We had nothing to do there,
so five minutes was more than enough time for us to [get ready to] go anywhere. I was standing
with my sister and my mother said to me, ‘You know, we should not go. For a piece of bread, I
can arrange to stay here.’ I said, ‘No, we should go.’It was seven kilometers from the camp
Bergen-Belsen to the rail station, and it goes through a forest. We had to walk and we were close
to three thousand people. It was a hilly kind of road and if you were in the middle like my mother,
sister, and I were, you could see the first people in the group, the first walkers. And I kept asking
my mother, ‘Are they shooting yet?’ I thought that that was where they were going to shoot us, in
the woods, you know. I was sure, there were so many trees and going through the forest, that
they're going to get rid of us there. At that point I don't remember being scared; it was just a
matter of fact.Ariela Lowenthal was an only child of six when the war came to Poland. Her
parents had already been murdered by the time she and her aunt and uncle arrived in Bergen-
Belsen; her uncle then died there.Ariela Lowenthal Mayer RojekI was born in 1933 in Poland,
where I spent time in a ghetto and a prison. I then spent two years in Bergen-Belsen.When told
to prepare ourselves for the departure on the train, I was already very weak and sick. Two weeks
prior I had a very high fever. I was in Bergen-Belsen with my aunt, my father’s sister, as by then I
had lost my entire family.The Germans let us know that all those who could not walk would have
to stay behind. My aunt wanted to stay because she knew that I was already very weak;
however, I insisted on going. I said to my aunt, ‘You know that they kill the weak and the sick. We
will go with the healthy people.’ Although I was only 11½ years old, my aunt listened to me. I
probably had a very strong will to live.Before we left, they gave each of us a raw potato, and
somehow we managed to bake them over a wood fire. My aunt then said to me, ‘You know that
now is the Passover holiday’—we barely remembered what day of the week it was, let alone the
date. On Passover, according to the story, our forefather Moses took us out of Egypt. Maybe G-d
is bringing us to freedom, and maybe we will live?You know, the whole camp was divided into
small camps, and every [sub]camp had a wire fence. We had to walk to the train station and
when we went out from our camp, we went on the main road. On both sides of us—[it was like
we were] walking in the middle of a tunnel—on both sides were white mountains of corpses.
They could not get rid of the corpses, so it was terrible, and you had to walk in the middle. I
remember my aunt, to this day, saying, ‘Don’t look! Don’t look!’We walked a few kilometers to the
train, and out of weakness we dropped most of the things that we still had with us.Seventeen-
year-old Laszlo ‘Leslie’ Meisels of Hungary weighed just 75 pounds as he and his family shuffled
along the seven kilometers towards the railhead.Leslie MeiselsWhen I entered Bergen-Belsen, I
was a strong, robust, marching 175-pound 17-year-old. Four months and three days later, I was
a shuffling skeleton, 75 pounds, barely able to move.[When we started out, we were] in the third
row of the column, and we were going so slow that we ended up almost at the very end. Had we
started out at the center or in the second half of the column, we would have been shot like others
who were not able to keep up. Those people told the guards they had to sit down for a moment
to rest, but they didn't have a chance to stand up because a bullet to the head ended it.Fritz



‘Fred’ Spiegel was nearly thirteen and incarcerated with his young sister, with no parents to look
after them in Bergen-Belsen.Fred ‘Fritz’ SpiegelWe were a ragged group with tattered clothes,
damaged even more when we pulled off the Jewish star that we had worn all those years.The
Germans did not want the local population to know who we were. Many people were almost
barefoot as we no longer had decent shoes. We walked unnoticed through the town of Bergen;
the inhabitants in the houses on both sides of the road had their shutters closed. Some people in
our column fell and were left by the wayside. Then, suddenly a small girl fell, and a German
guard hurriedly picked her up and helped her to move on. I noticed the guard was crying. I had
never before noticed any German guard having sympathy for the children in the camp, even
though many children were starving to death or dying of typhus. So why was this German guard
crying? Did he suddenly take pity on this young girl? Or was he upset when he realized it was all
over and Germany was going to lose the war?Aliza Melamed Vitis-ShomronMy legs won’t carry
me. The road seems endless; the body is weak and not used to moving. Every step calls for an
inhuman effort. We crawl along slowly.[A girl] is carrying her 5-year-old brother on her back. Her
face is red with the effort. The child has no strength left, he is apathetic. Their mother walks
beside them and slaps him gently on his face. Her legs are also swollen from hunger. I walk on. I
can’t help them—I have no strength left.Suddenly, a man walks up to me. I recognize him: It is
my neighbor from the next bunk. Without a word, he puts his arms under my armpits and drags
me along. I lean on him with all the weight of my body. I didn’t get to know him although we ‘lived
next door,’ and now he is helping me!Who can understand the depths of good and evil in the
hearts of men? This small deed, the hand held out in support at a critical moment, imbued me
with hope and strength to continue on my own.People begin to drop their belongings. We also
stop every fifteen minutes and sadly throw down a few things. At the end of the march my
backpack only holds a little food and two or three items of underclothes.Fred ‘Fritz’ SpiegelAfter
a long and difficult walk, we finally reached the train station where a train consisting of many
cattle wagons was waiting for us. The floors were covered with straw and it was difficult for most
of us, especially the children, to climb into the wagons. Each wagon was overcrowded, and we
had only a slice of bread each, taken from the camp.Leslie MeiselsWhen we arrived at the rail
yard and were ordered to climb up into the cattle wagon, I had seen an open railcar loaded with
red beets a few train cars away. Even though we knew that the punishment would be terrible,
some people went there and got a few pieces. A piece of red beet, even raw, was enough to
sustain four people—me, my mother, and my two brothers—for a day. I asked my mother to
empty the pillowcase, which was our main carrying case, and give it to me. I shuffled there, put
in a half-dozen or so beets, and carried it back.When I arrived at the track next to our freight car,
an SS guard with his back to me was aiming and shooting to death a 10 or 11-year-old little boy
who had two red beets, one in each hand. He committed such a horrible crime that immediate
execution was the right punishment, according to this hatefully minded SS guard. While he was
shooting that little boy to death, I was able to hand my bundle to someone who gave it to my
mother. When he turned around, he just barked at me to get up. Had he turned around 10 or 15



seconds earlier, I wouldn't be here speaking to you now.Irene Bleier MuskalWe march to the
railway station of Bergen–Celle. We are again herded inside empty cattle trucks filled to their
capacity—we can only sit. There is not enough room to stretch our numbed legs. As is our habit,
no sleep will come to our eyes; hunger and thirst prevents this. As the sun rises after a sleepless
night, I get up to see what is happening outside the cattle trucks.[13] I slowly walk out and
discover a business exchange just opposite our transport. A group of Ukrainians guarded an
open rail car of red beets and exchanged one red beet for each cigarette.I turn to my mother with
a thrilling sense and ask her to give me four cigarettes to exchange for beets. She gave me the
cigarettes, but as I step off the cattle truck, I am terribly disappointed. The Swabian SS guards
are now beating my fellow Jews with their heavy rifles as punishment for the exchange.[14] They
were striking my people on the head, face, and back without any compassion. I felt distressed
and benumbed and was now rooted to the spot. I just leaned against the side of the cattle truck.
Within a few minutes, the exchange area was clear of Jews. Sure enough, the Ukrainian
exchangers are not assaulted, even though they exchanged things that belonged to the Nazi
authorities while we Jews exchanged our own property.The Ukrainians stayed close by with only
the German SS guards now patrolling the grounds. The instinct of hunger does not comprehend
fear and guides my legs toward one of the armed SS guards. Still numb and speechless, I show
him the four cigarettes with an imploring look, indicating my plea to this murderous enemy of
mine. He immediately understood and advised me to make a quick run before his commanding
officer reappeared on the scene. I had hardly finished this exchange when the area once again
filled up with my fellow suffering companions. The exchange goes on until the SS guards again
strike out with their rifles. My mom evenly divides the four beets between the five of us, and we
eat with relish.Aliza Melamed Vitis-ShomronSuddenly, we see railway carriages. Surprisingly,
they are normal ‘Pullmans,’ not freight cars.[15] The exhausted people lie down on the platform.
At the station we are given a little food and water. The journey has begun.Irene Bleier
MuskalSaturday,  April 7,   1945. Our transport is stranded at the Bergen–Celle railway station. Our
irresponsible captors no longer provide us with food. After suffering from constant starvation for
six long months at the death factory of Bergen-Belsen, the German SS leaves us now in total
hunger and total thirst. We are too exhausted, dizzy, and weak to grasp how grave our situation
is.What do the Nazis have in mind?*July 5, 2013/ Bergen-Belsen MemorialI scuffle along the
pathways, lost in thought. On a summer tour of the authentic sites of the Holocaust with fellow
teachers from all over the United States, Bergen-Belsen is the first major camp we visit. How
fitting.I am only here for a day, but it is like I have been here before. Of course, I haven’t; instead,
I have been studying the Holocaust and communicating with the Bergen-Belsen Memorial
administrators for years—there is even an exhibit here in the new interpretive center based in
part on the work I have done as a high school teacher. I have come to know many friends who
were imprisoned here, whose parents still lie here, somewhere. And some of them lived here for
years after their liberation, reconstructing their lives in the displaced persons camp for the
opportunity to begin a new life from the ashes of stolen childhood. And on this very day back



home, a tank commander is being laid to rest in the foothills of the Adirondack Mountains.My
friend. Their angel.The group moves on to the House of Silence. As we will do at every site we
visit, we pause and reflect. Pauline, with tears, leads the small service. Elaine, our tour leader,
asks me to recite the Mourner’s Kaddish as candles are lit.Mourners leave notes here. In this
small room of reflection and remembrance, the Queen of England herself paid her first and only
visit to a concentration camp, seventy years after the liberation. Here she found a handwritten
lament:If I could live my life again, I would find you sooner.Outside, a single stone marks that
Anne Frank and her sister Margot lie here somewhere, their youthful promise snuffed out in
those terrible weeks just before the liberation. But where they rest, no one will ever really be
sure.Today, I feel the presence of the dead as I take this all in, moving slowly through the heath
and barrows of Bergen-Belsen, steps in a long journey back into the past and reuniting
American soldiers with the people whom they saved from the edge of the abyss. This journey will
carry me from my small hometown to the halls of power at the New York State Capitol and the
U.S. Capitol Rotunda in Washington, D.C.; to the cities of the American South and to Canada; to
horrors and wonders in Germany, the Czech Republic, and Poland; and to Jerusalem and the
Holy Land, a passage that in many respects should have never happened to a small-town
American boy and teacher like me.But it did.CHAPTER TWOThe Last TransportI will give them
an everlasting name,That shall not be cut off.— Isaiah 56:5Our teacher group at the Bergen-
Belsen Memorial has lunch in the cafeteria and Bernd Horstmann asks us if we would like to see
the exhibit on the evacuation transports. This is not our first meeting; Bernd has been working
with survivors and their families for many years at the memorial site and all over the world. As the
Custodian of the Book of Names, it is his responsibility to help reconstruct the data destroyed by
the SS as the British forces moved in. To date, out of the 120,000 who passed through the gates,
less than half that number have been identified. The preface to the two-volume edition of the
Book of Remembrance, which lists the name, birthdate, place of birth, and date of arrival for the
victims at Bergen-Belsen, as well as the place and date of death—or of liberation—reads as
follows:CHAPTER TWOThe Last TransportI will give them an everlasting name,That shall not be
cut off.— Isaiah 56:5Our teacher group at the Bergen-Belsen Memorial has lunch in the
cafeteria and Bernd Horstmann asks us if we would like to see the exhibit on the evacuation
transports. This is not our first meeting; Bernd has been working with survivors and their families
for many years at the memorial site and all over the world. As the Custodian of the Book of
Names, it is his responsibility to help reconstruct the data destroyed by the SS as the British
forces moved in. To date, out of the 120,000 who passed through the gates, less than half that
number have been identified. The preface to the two-volume edition of the Book of
Remembrance, which lists the name, birthdate, place of birth, and date of arrival for the victims
at Bergen-Belsen, as well as the place and date of death—or of liberation—reads as follows:
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Amanda  , “How can anyone deny the Holocaust?. This book was well researched, well written,
included pictures so you can put a face to the name/scene, and had a great (in order) layout.I
LOVE History - always have. It was my favorite subject and one that I “overtook” (exact word
used by a Counselor...) on those courses.I’ve had a few amazing History teachers in my time -
and it all comes down to how much they enjoy what they are teaching you about. You can tell
Matthew Rozell enjoys learning about WWII from his writings and research.The author does not
only give the Holocaust survivors account - but (finally) the Liberators account. Great detail/
research was done in doing this. It was great to read what American soldiers were going thru,
each day, and the battles they were fighting. I learned a lot about “tank life”.The author does a
great job having you “ride along” with the Liberators ~ and then when they came upon the site of
the train cars. Just imagine. You think it is just a normal day of moving forward in Germany,
fighting battles all day, pushing the enemy further — and you come up to a bunch of train cars
and people running towards you. What are you to think? Why are these people so skinny? What
are they doing here? So one Soldier happened to take out his camera and snap a few pictures.I
appreciate all the work the author has done in making this a great book. Not to mention -
bringing the Survivors together with the Liberators (by their requests). I hope to go on the exact
same Holocaust journey as the author did - When my children are older and can understand.
(Their grandparents survived the “Cambodian Holocaust” in the late 70’s).I really enjoyed this
book so much - that I purchased his other book “The Things Our Fathers Saw”.{This book is 500
pages — but 15 of those are “Notes/Glossary”, another 12 are “Acknowledgements” and
another 12 are excerpts from “The Things Our Fathers Saw”}”

Kathi, “I enjoyed reading the book if one could enjoy stories of .... As someone interested in
WWII and the role of Nazi Germany I found this book very interesting. I'm an AF Brat, the
daughter of a career AF officer who originally served as a Navigator/Bomberdier in the Army Air
Corps. Years later, when I was a 17 year old my father was stationed in Europe, first in France,
then in Italy. I graduated from high school in France just before Dad was transferred to Italy, and
in the Fall I began my freshman year of college at the U of Maryland's residential extension
campus in Munich. I was 17 in 1961 when I first visited Dachau. I knew enough world history to
know the Holocaust happened, but until Munich my knowledge was only from books. I visited
Dachau, located not far from Munich and was shocked to see the camp located right next to the
town of Dachau, separated from the town only by a wire fence and railroad tracks. And then later
I met a young German, a student at the U of Munich, and his family. I learned his father had
been a German officer during the war, and early in the war was a commandant at Dachau. His
father was later killed in a battle, not at Dachau. What I you d shocking was the difference in
attitudes between this young man his younger brother and their mother. The two young men
were well aware of the holocaust, what happened at Dachau and the other camps, and freely



admitted their father, which only the older brother even remembered, was probablynot only
aware of what transpired there, but was likely a part of it. Their mother did not believe such
things happened , or if they did, her husband had no part as he was a 'good Christen man'. If I
wasn't interested before these experiences led to my interest.I enjoyed reading the book if one
could enjoy stories of such horror. I had never heard about the train and it's passengers, so very
fortunate in the end. Their accounts, and those of the soldiers who came upon the train, were so
tragic.I do agree with the person who said there's a great deal about the author particularlyin the
last part of the book. I did find some of this part tedious,and felt it could have been told unless
detail. Or perhaps left in as a PostScript after the actual book, and stories from survivors had
ended. Overall I found it well worth reading.”

Kate T, “By far one, if not the BEST book I have ever read!. I am intrigued by the Second World
War and particularly I have a keen interest in the stories surrounding the Holocaust.I have read
many good books, some fiction some non fiction. I feel that this book was by far the most in
depth and it was sooooo real.I didn't cry or get upset and nothing I read disturbed me. I mean
that, I have already read enough books and films to know exactly what happened and the words
came as no shock.I feel inspired, I don't know what to do.... Yet I feel inspired.The story and
stories were unbelievable in terms of, the reunions and the relationships forged 70 years later.....
Who would have ever thought it?I didn't want to put the kindle down, I didn't want the book to
end....I feel humbled to have read it and been part of it.I will read it all over again now!Thank you”

rocky marciano, “Heart breaking but exhilarating at same time. Fantastic book but extremely
sad,great pointer of why Germany had to be stopped,extermination of innocent people can
never be tolerated whatever there religion”

Ebook Library Reader. Deeply moving story, amaxing bravery,and really needed a different
ending, however, “A deeply moving story. A must read book, amazing true story, the rescue of
Jewish people by American soldiers ' w ho just happened upon them' . A bittersweet book very
well written, and a survivor's book and their lifelong friendship with their rescuers.A strange
happy book, for a change for those who lived this nightmare, please read it its uplifting.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Just read this book and wonder " how did we let this happen"?. Another
amazing book about a genocide which was ignored by the free world. The Holocaust couldn't
happen again. Could it??? Is it happening now??? Only by reading these amazing tributes to the
survivors and the victims and by educating the young will we ever be able to say "never again" -
and mean it. Matt Rozelle brings a poignant moment in time to life.”

The book by Matthew Rozell has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,123 people have provided feedback.
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